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Dissecting Two Careers in Finance

Red Hawk Homecoming Celebration
Stays Afloat on Wet Weekend
P G .1 4 /1 5

PG .6

The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928

Holiday Housing Fee Halted
for Current A cadem ic Year
Administrators Warn Residents They Will Be Charged In Upcoming Years

Shuttle
Hit In
Campus
Collision
Chantal Gabel

Chantal Gabel

News Editor

News Editor

This past Friday, all students
received an e-mail from Dr. Karen
Pennington, vice president for
Student Development and Academic
Life, informing them th at Village
and Russ Hall residents will no
longer be charged over breaks for
holiday housing in the 05-06 school
year.
The SGA Executive Board asked
adm inistrators to reconsider the
fees for this year and after review
ing the financial implications
Pennington felt th at they would be
“able to absorb the charges for one
more year.”
“Fortunately, we had the flex
ibility to be able to respond in this
way and in support of the SGA we
did so,” said Pennington.
Last Tuesday, Dean Rose Mary
E. Howell and the SGA answered
students’ questions and concerns
regarding the m atter, promising
them that, in the future, students
will be better informed.
Pennington’s
e-m ail also
informed students th at most insti-

MSU Plans
Bloomfield
Ave. Shuttle
Service
Chantal Gabel

Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion

Members of RHA did their “victory electric slide” at a gathering Monday night, to celebrate their su ccess in
postponing the fees.

tutions charge students for living
on campus over breaks, including
NJIT, which charges $130 a week,
and Rutgers, which charges room
rates whether or not students stay
over breaks.
It was also stated in the e-mail
th at there has been a rise in util
ity costs because of the effects of
Hurricanes K atrina and Rita.
The Resident Hall Association
is committed to s tan ding up on the

Monica Giannobile
S ta ff Writer

SEE 'BLOOM FIELD’ ON P. 3

Feature: 7

can inform the student body.”
Kois added th at the University
should either raise the price higher
so th at breaks are included, or give
students the option to pay if they
want to stay.
“I was optimistic the entire time
th at the decision would be cancelled
courtesy o f U niversity P o lice
for this year,” Johnson said, “People
The driver’s 2003 Jaguar obtained
thought I was speaking too soon, dents and paint damage.
SEE ‘HOUSING’ ON P. 4

SEE ‘ACCIDENT’ ON P. S

Pirate Radio Station Interferes
With WMSC Frequency Waves

News Editor

Transportation services are now
going to provide transportation to
Bloomfield Ave. and Willowbrook
Mall, in addition to shuttle services
providing transportation to and
from Pathm ark in West Paterson.
The service will begin when
enough drivers are hired.
“Students who do not have cars
now have the opportunity to be
more mobile,” according to Fatima
deCarvalho, director of student

behalf of students.
RHA believed th at the Office of
Residence Life was inadequate in
enlightening students about the
$105 per week fee they were going
to impose on residents.
SGA secretary David Kois
agrees. “New implementations
should not be fine print. The
University needs to make us aware
of the changes in advance so the
SGA, RHA and The Montclarion

An accident th at occured earlier
th is week may caution students to
be aware of their surroundings and
drive safely on campus to avoid any
collisions.
Lauren. M. Rota, a student at
MSU, ran her 2003 Jaguar into
a shuttle bus driven by Jean J.
Anselme at 3:10 p.m. on Monday.
There were no injuries.
Rota and Anselme were both
traveling in a south west direction
heading towards College Ave.
Anselme stated th at he was
m aking a left tu rn onto College
Ave. from West Quarry Way/Lot 17
when he observed Rota attem pting
to pass his bus on the left side.
He said he thought Rota was
going to stop her car and allow
him to pass, so he continued to
travel onto College Ave. when he
felt the impact of his bus and Rota’s
vehicle.
Passengers on the bus exited the

A pirate radio broadcast is affect
ing listeners who tune into 90.3
WMSC FM, MSU’s radio program
ming from off-campus locations,
according to Anthony Mennuti, the
general manager of the radio sta
tion.
WMSC is a ten w att station th at
broadcasts from a 500 ft. tower at
the NJN facility on Clove Rd.
Normally, the station is clearly
heard in Montclair, as well as in
surrounding towns up to 10 miles
A rts and En tertain m en t: 13

away, but according to Mennuti,
WMSC has been receiving “numer
ous complaints from listeners who
were having trouble tu n in g into
our station in places they normally
could hear it.”
Mennuti attributed the problem
to a radio station th at had been
interfering with WMSC’s program
ming by illegally broadcasting on
90.3 FM throughout the summer
and into the beginning of this
month.
After an anonymous source noti
fied him th at a pirate radio station
SEE ‘RADIO’ ON P. 3
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Ryan Culner a.k.a. “ Holla,” a senior English major, runs the 10-1 morn
ing shows on 90.3 WMSC-FM.
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The Police
Report:
S tu d e n ts C h a rg e d w ith
U n d e ra g e D rin k in g a n d

N EW S

MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 13

MONDAY 17

Career Development: Resume
Writing, SC 411-412,
10 a.m. -11:30 a.m-.

Career Development:
Internships, MH 337,
10 a.m. -11 a.m.

Career Development:
Interviewing Skills, SC 419,
2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Walkin’ Around the U, Drop-In
Center, 12:30 p.m. -1 p.m.

FRIDAY 14
Walkin’ Around the U, Drop-In
Center, 12:30 p.m. -1 p.m.

Staff vs. Students Volleyball,
Panzer Gym, 3:30 p.m.

- An
SGA
statute
change passed regard
ing financial policies for
appropriating monies for
gasoline mileage.
- R .E .A .L, Red Hawk
Enjoying an Authentic
Lifestyle Class III Initial
Charter was granted.

SBUS/Accounting Society
Meeting, ML 155,
4 p.m..- 5 p.m.

Lambda Sigma Upsilon, SC
Ballrooms A/B/C,
7:30 p.m. -11 p.m.

WEDNESDAY 19
Walkin’ Around the U, Drop-In
Center, 12:30 p.m. -1 pan.

SUNDAY 16
10/6/05 - A fem ale Bohn Hall resident
reported that her ex-boyfriend, also a
Bohn Hall resident, approached her as
she stood outside of the hail and. began
throwing pieces of gum and cursing at
her. The victim refused to file criminal
complaints or a restraining order.
10/6/05 - A faculty member reported that
his parking hangtag was stolen from his •
locked vehicle while parked in Lot 19.
This case is under investigation.
10/6/05 - A female resident reported that
her parking hangtag was stolen from her
unlocked vehicle. This case is under inves
tigation.
10/6/05 - An anonymous caller reported
that she observed an unknown female
pulling flowers and causing damage to
the landscaping near the Village at Little
Falls pool area. This case is under investi
gation.
10/7/05 - Marissa A. Esposito, 19, Yardville,
and Sarah R. Muso, 20, Middlesex, were
charged w ith disorderly conduct for uri
nating on the 6th floor of the Red Hawk
Garage. They are awaiting a court date in
Montclair Municipal Court.
10/7/05 - Casmir Ihe, 18, Piscataway,
Wesly Curry, 18, Newark, and a 17 year
old female from Newark w ere arrested
for possession of CDS marijuana and for
being under the influence of marijuana.
The officers found the suspects in a car
parked in the NJ Transit deck. Curry was
also issued a motor vehicle summons for
possession of CDS in a motor vehicle. They
are awaiting court dates in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
10/8/05 - Vincent Synol, 21, W antage, and
John Trippi, 20, Union City w ere charged
with serving alcoholic beverages to
minors after officers investigated a noise
complaint at the Clove Road apartments.
They are awaiting a court date in Little
Falls Municipal Court.
10/9/05 - Manuel Hernandez, 18, North
Bergen, and Robin Sanchez, 18, Union
City, w ere issued summonses for under
age possession of alcohol and underage
consumption of alcohol. Both are aw ait
ing a court date in Little Falls Municipal

Anyone w ho has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

Have A Niee Day!

Local News

Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00

Classifieds
Up to 30 words — $10.00

The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

Corrections

SBUS/MBA Open House, PA
319,6 p.m.

The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.

The M ontclarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection._____________________________

COM PILED BY CHANTAL G ABEL

WEST CALDWELL - After a
public meeting last Wednesday
and a smaller meeting of inter
ested parties on Thursday, the
Caldwell/West Caldwell School
D istrict has reconsidered its
ban on songs and gestares they
previously said were offensive to
Native Americans.
Students in the Caldwell
High School band may contin
ue to play the Florida State
Seminóles theme song and con
tinue to use the “Tomahawk
chop” gesture at games, but the
school’s cheerleaders no longer

NEW ORLEANS - Three New
Orleans police officers pleaded
not guilty Monday to battery
charges based on a videotape
showing two patrolmen punch
ing a 64-year-old man accused
of public intoxication and
a third officer grabbing and
shoving an Associated Press
Television News producer who
helped capture the confronta
tion on tape.
After a brief hearing,
at which a trial was set for
January 11, the officers were
released on bond.
They quickly left in cars

will use a cheer th at includes
the words “reservation” and
“tom-toms.”
Superintendent Daniel
Gerardi announced the deci
sion through a letter to district
parents Friday th at was also
displayed on the district’s Web
site.
MAPLEWOOD - Authorities
have arrested the owner of a
Maplewood pizzeria for arson,
saying he reported gas leaks
twice before torching his own
business.;

without commenting.
They were suspended with
out pay on Sunday, police
spokesman Marlon Defillo said.
The police have promised a
criminal investigation.
KEENE, NH - Prolonged, heavy
rain caused flooding from North
Carolina to New Hampshire
during the weekend, forcing
hundreds of people to evacuate,
knocking out electricity, weak
ening dams and making roads
impassable.
At least four people died,
including two th at were killed

International News
ISLAMABAD,PAKISTAN Searchers are working into the
night in a frantic attem pt to find
more survivors of Pakistan’s
worst earthquake, as the death
toll soared past 30,000 and tem
pers flared over the pace of relief
efforts.
Aid groups and the interna
tional community have respond
ed to calls for assistance, but
with much of the quake zone
virtually inaccessible and bad
weather impeding travel, help
was slow reaching the most
affected areas.

Montclarion

The Conversation Cafe, Drop-In
Center, 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Lambda Theta Alpha: Latin
Night, SC Ratt, 8 p.m. -11 p.m.

O ff-cam pus

Advertising Policy

SATURDAY 15
Chi Upsilon Sigma: Campus
Clean Up W/CUS, SC 419,
9 a.m. -12 p.m.

Full page — $168.00
Half P a g e — $105.00
Q uarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

Cali 973-655-5237
For M ore Information

Expressive Movement, Drop In Center, 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.

10/4/05 - À female commuter student
was verbally harassing her boyfriend in
a parked vehicle in Lot 17. There were
no signs of physical altercation to either
party. No complaints werqrfilèd.

AD Rates
O n-cam pus

TUESDAY 18

D is o rd e rly C o n d u c t

SGA Notes

Peter Palermo, owner of
Palermo’s Pizza Primo, was
charged with aggravated arson
and causing or risking wide
spread injury. Investigators say
the 41-year-old Springfield man
set fire to his pizzeria, located at
1874 Springfield Ave.
The fire was on the first floor
of the three-story building, and
none of the residents in the eight
apartm ents above the pizzeria
were injured, the Office of the
Essex County Prosecutor said.
MOUNT OLIVE - An 82-year-

in New Hampshire when a car
drove off a washed-out bridge
into floodwaters, officials said
Sunday. A fifth person ismissing
and feared dead.
Gov. John Lynch returned
from Europe to take charge of
relief efforts in New Hampshire.
He declared a state of emergen
cy and called in 500 National
Guard members for assistance.
DARLINGTON,. SC - Police
responding to an alarm at a
cash advance büsiness say they
found a naked man hanging
from the ceiling.

old M orris County motorist
was killed yesterday when she
pulled out in front of a pickup
truck on Rt. 46 in Mount Olive,
police said.
Regina Kovach of Budd Lake
was making a left turn out of
a parking lot on the eastbound
side of the road across from
the Village Green Shopping
Center at 11:16 a.m. when she
was struck by*a Dodge pickup
traveling east iff the right lane,
according to traffic officer Scott
Van Ness. Lia Linskey, 40, was
driving the pickup, police said.

An officer answering the
alarm noticed tiles, wires and
metal braces hanging from the
roof and on the floor of the
Check ‘n Go, Police Lt. Danny
Watson said.
The naked man, Michael
Gilbert, 22, then dropped from
the ceiling and tried to leave,
according to a police report.
Gilbert said somebody threw
his keys on the roof, which is
why he was up there.
Police think Gilbert took
off his clothes so he could fit
through an air vent on the roof
Watson said.

CO M PILED BY CHANTAL GABI

Many survivors of Saturday’s
deadly quiike have been wading
through mountains of rubble in
search of survivors, food and
clean water.
GUATEMALA
CITY
Guatemalan officials said they
would abandon communities
buried by landslides and declare
them m ass graveyards as
reports of devastation trickled
in from some of the more than
100 communities cut off after
the slides.
Guatemala’s death toll from

torrential rains last week associ
ated with Hurricane Stan stood
at 652. 384 of thé 652 people
were missing.
The worst-hit areas will be
declared graveyards, officials
said, after they stopped most
efforts to dig out increasingly
decomposed bodies.
Mayor Diego Esquina said
about 250 people were missing.
The bodies found were buried in
mass graves. “Panabaj will no
longer exist,” he said.
KHARTOUM, Sudan - Darfur

rebels have released 36 African
Union hostages, but are still
holding two more in the western
Sudanese region, an AU spokes
man said Monday.
The AU had blamed a break
away faction of the Justice and
Equality Movement (JEM) for
the kidnappings. The faction
denied the accusations.
A D arfur rebel leader in
Nigeria said the last two hostag
es had also been released. AU
officials in Khartoum could not
immediately confirm this, but
said they were making checks.

www.themorrtdarion.org
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RADIO
CONTINUED FROM P 1

was causing the interference, the radio man
ager took m atters into his own hands and
contacted the station in question.
“I called them up and informed the gentle
m an who answered the phone th at his sta
tion was broadcasting illegally,” Mennuti
said. “I informed him of the penalties one
could [receive] by operating an unlicensed
station and th at it would be in the station’s
best interest to cease transm ission immedi
ately.”
Alieense from theFederal Communications
Commission is required for all radio broad
cast stations. The only exceptions arecampus
radio stations th at broadcast on the AM dial
and devices th at have a service range of
approximately 200 ft.
According to the FCC, operators of unli D avid S an d ed
censed broadcast stations may be subject to Professor, M ontclair State University Broadcasting
“civil monetary forfeitures” up to $87,500 for Departm ent
continuing violations. Additionally, criminal

“The student
management of the
station is getting some
real life experience in
dealing with the FCC,
industry attorneys, and a
group of unethical music
industry folks...”

broadcasts will provide the staff of WMSC
with real-world experience.
“The student management of the station
is getting some real life experience in deal
ing with the FCC, industry attorneys and a
group of unethical music industry folks that
are the source of the pirate broadcasts, in
order to resolve the situation,” Sanders said.
“I’m sure there are more pleasant aspects
of radio station management th at they would
rather be dealing with, but this is one of the
realities of industry,” he added.
The radio station in question could not
be reached for comment. As of last Monday,
Mennuti said he hasn’t received any listener
complaints and th at the pirate station has
moved to 90.1 FM. He added the station is
still causing problems for off-campus listen
ers.

F 6CLINÇ K io sey?

BLOOMFIELD

M O N T C L A A IO N N € W i

CONTINUED FROM PI

activities, “It will allow students who do
have cars, but don’t want to drive, to leave
their cars on campus, hop on a shuttle and
go to the mall or Bloomfield Ave. without the
hassle of find a parking space and spending
money on gas,” she added.
Students who are unfam iliar with the
area will also be able to visit the restaurants,
shops and other facilities the com m unity
offers, without worrying about getting lost or
paying a m eter every couple of hours.
“Students have always wanted shuttle
services to the m all and Bloomfield Ave.,”

sanctions may be issued which could include
“up to one year of imprisonment for a first
offense.”
Professor David Sanders, of MSlFs
Broadcasting Department, said th at WMSC
has FCC authorization to broadcast on 90.3
FM as a non-profit radio station. Sanders
added th at stations are “licensed for a cer
tain wattage with the tower in a specific
location.”
Consequently, stations th at are licensed
by the FCC have a fixed broadcasting range
which shouldn’t overlap with another legally
sanctioned station.
There are “gray areas” toward the outer
edges of a station’s range where signals
overlap, according to Sanders, but a legal
broadcast shouldn’t be causing problems for
listeners w ithin WMSC’s immediate range.
Sanders said th at dealing with the pirate

services to the m all and Bloomfield Ave.,”
said deCarvalho. “I think we are now at a
point where we are able to offer those ser
vices.”
deCarvalho sent all students an online
survey on Friday, Sept. 30, asking students
questions such as if they would use the Ser
vice, what time intervals they would prefer
and whether they would use the service dur
ing the morning, afternoon or evening.
The times, intervals, pick-up stops and
start date of the shuttle service are still to be
decided.
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Enroll In a Kaplan IVIGAT Classroom Course, Online
Course, or Private Tutoring program In October and
get IVIGAT S cie n ce Review free!
Kaplan’s IVIGAT Science Review Includes:
I 4 8 interactive online lessons
I Testlike practice including 2 4 passage quizzes
• 2 full-length science sections—-1 physical science. 1 biological science
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10/29 at Seton Hall Unive'rsity
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& 1/22 at Montclair State University
Don’t miss this limited-time offer. Enroll by October 31"!
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HOUSING
CONTINUED FROM R1

Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion

Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion

SGA President Angelo Lilia promised students at the meeting last Tuesday that, in the
future, housing applications and negotiations will be sent out before housing sign-ups.

but I just knew th at there were too many
actions th at legally looked inappropriate.”
Pennington, however, is disappointed that
students weren’t more responsible in reading
the fine print before signing the document.
She added th at whether or not the room
is being paid for by a parent of another
individual, the resident is an adult, therefore
they should pay closer attention.
“Anytime a charge is imposed, whether

new or not, individuals react,” Pennington
said.
“As we .go through life, there are many
occasions where reading documents before
signing and committing to their provisions
will be essential,” Pennington said. “Learning
to do so and following th at practice now will
be a valuable life lesson.”
RHA celebrated what they consider a vic
tory on Monday night in the Student Center.

Last Tuesday, Dean Rose Marie E . Howell addressed concerned students about the fees
that were going to be imposed upon residents who stay over breaks this year.

Pierre Johnson, RHA President, sent all
students th at contributed to the RHA’s suc
cess an e-mail telling them to put their
“dancing shoes on as RHA does [their] tradi
tional victory Electric Slide.”
“I wish th at the SGA and adm inistrators
could see the way residents and commuters
have flocked to RHA thanking us for rep
resenting them and giving them an outlet,”

Contrary to Johnson’s comment, com
muters were not affected by the situation
between Residence Life and the organiza
tion.
Pen n in gton added th at it is im portant for
the adm inistrators and the SGA to respect
each other, thereby m aking it easier to
achieve goals and resolve conflict. '
SGA President Angelo Lilia was contacted
and refused to comment.

Montclair State bought
Rave for all students.
Find out more:

Campus Connect Store
Stone Hall Child Care Center

Store Hours:
Monday: 10am-5pm
Tuesday: Noon-7pm
Thursday: Noon-7pm
or call (866) 696-4447

www.themontclarion.org
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ACCIDENT
CONTINUED FROM R1

Anthony Ingersoll I The M ontclarion

Both a 2003 Jaguar and MSU shuttle bus were damaged in the accident that occurred on Monday. No one was injured. However, students on the shuttle had to wait for another bus to
arrive.

the vehicle and took the next shuttle.
The impact caused dents to the driver
side panel of the shuttle bus.
Rota’s car suffered dents, scratches, and
paint damage to its front passenger door,
passenger door rear view m irror and front
passenger quarter panel. The right side
front passenger wheel was also bent, pre-

venting her from driving the car. Rota’s
vehicle was towed from the scene.
The damage will be repaired by the own
ers of the vehicles and their insurance agen
cies. The cost of the damage is unknown at
this time.
“There are numerous accidents on cam
pus year round - some involving shuttle

I
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buses,” said University Detective Leonard
F. Santiago. “The MSÜ Police Department
encourages all students, faculty and staff to
use caution when driving around campus to
avoid accidents like this one.”
Santiago advised students to obey traffic
regulations and speed limits, especially on
campus because of the volume of vehicular

and pedestrian traffic.
“Not following traffic laws places many in
our community at risk for being injured or
involved in accidents,” he said.
“Extending a little courtesy to your fellow
drivers and pedestrians can save lives and
prevent accidents and injuries from occur
ring,” he said.
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O p en a C h ase Free C heckin g 5"1a cco u n t w ith d irect deposit or
a B etter Banking College Checking5"1account and get a backpack.
Maxim um Strength Checking gives you:
• A debit card in your own name
• Free access to more than 6,900
Chase and Bank One ATMs nationwide
• Free Chase Online“" 24/7
Talk to*i Chase banker today. Offer ends 10/31/05.

o

■Indicate to your banker when opening account if you prefer a green or blue bookbag. Chase m av substitute color choice depending on availab ility.
PLEA SE N O TE: T h is ad m ust be p resented to a b anker w hen opening a new C h ase B e tte r B anking C o lleg e C hecking o r C h ase Free C hecking acco u n t w ith d ire c t d ep o sit. Minimum opening deposit required is $25. O ffer valid from 7/1/05 to 10/31/05. Lim it one personal checking account-related award/prem ium per custom er,
per calendar year. O ffer not available on account conversions or incom bination w ith any other offer. Reward w ill be m ailed to address indicated on new accountj/vithin 4 -6 weeks of account opening. Chase Free Checking has no m onthly m aintenance fee when you have direct deposit. Better Banking-College Checking has no m inim um balance re
quirem ent o r m onthly m aintenance fee fo r five years;from account open date. A fter five years, standard regional pricing and fees w ill apply for Better Banking College Checking. See a branch representative for details. This promotion does not require that the student's parent/guardiah own a Chase relationship account, but does require the student
to be between 17-24 years o f age. Account m ust rem ain open fo r six months or the value of the bonus w ill be charged back a t account closing. The value of the backpack m av be considered interest reportable on IRS Form 1099-INT.
N O TE TO BA N KER : To aw ard bookbag, en te r one o f th e fo llo w in g p ro m o tio nal codes in to E-Coupon.
For a green bookbag enter th is number: 2592741563285449. For a blue bookbag enter th is number: 2592864569928331. Present custom er w ith receipt. Custom er w ill NO T be required to m ail in toupon to. receive th is reward.
© 2005 JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA Member FDIC
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Celebrating The Creative Voice
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n this A R Gurney Am erican classic, M S U students
perform with actors from the Shanghai Theatre Academy,
in a production that premiered in China this summer. The
play's exploration of a society intransformation resonates in
this cross-cultural, bi-lingual production.

ByA R

G U R N EY

A co -pro du ction of the M S U D epartm ent of T h e atre
a n d D a n c e an d S h a n g h a i T h e a tre A c a d e m y

SU SA N K ER N E R
Translation by NINA ZOU
Directed by

DATES AND TIMES:

October 11, 12, 13, 14,
15 at 7:30pm
October 14 at 1pm & 16 at 2pm

t

P

s p

*
P « >

r M

■ i * *

F R E E O F C H A R G E FO R M SU U N D ERG RA D S

:

PRICE: $ 1 5

To be performed with subtitles.

M U SIC @ M SU

oin more than 250 music students faculty and special
guests in a 90-minute, non-stop musical extravaganza
¡with performances from Bach to Zadino, jazz to avantsolo to 130-voice chorale
D A T E S AN D T IM E S :

October 15 at 7:30pm
October 16 at 3pm
FR EE OF CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS

For tickets or more information
please call 9 7 3 - 6 5 5 - 5 1 1 2
or check online at www.montclair.edu/kasser
M O N T C L A IR
STATE
U N IV ER S ITY

M A I N

Free of Charge for MSU Undergrads through Performing Arts Fee. Discounts for M SU staff, faculty,
graduate students and alumni. Convenient parking located adjacent to the K asser Theater.
Direct train and bus service available weekdays.

E N T R A N C E ,

N O R M
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A w «
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Am ericans Honoring the Latino Pride

• • • • • • • • • •

•Luis Walter Alvarez*

•(June 13, 1911 - •
*September 1, 1988)*
#of San Francisco,»C alifornia,
USA,*
•w as a famed physi-*
•cist who worked at*
*the University of*
^California, Berkeley. #

• • • • ' • • • •
• •
• •
^Cameron Diaz (bom August 30, 1972) is the

daughter of Emilio Diaz, a Cuban-American
*father who worked as a foreman for an oil
•company, and mother Billie, whose ances
t r y included English, German and Native
American. ,

Isabel Allende Llona (bom August 2, 1942) is a
|Chilean w riter whose books have been translated into|
many languages. She is one of the most popular novel
is ts in the world today, selling over 35 million copies|
and translated in 27 different languages.

L

J

Alexander Emanuel Rodriguez (bom July 27, 1975 in New

York City), nicknamed A-Rod, is widely regarded as one of
thé best players in Major League Baseball and at a young age
already is being talked about among the all-time greats.
Samuel Sosa Peralta, better known as Sammy Sosa (bom

November 12, 1968 in San Pedro de Macoris, Dominican
Republic), is a professional Major League baseball player for
the Baltimore Orioles.

^ im im m im iiiiiiiiim m iim iiiim m im m iiiiiiiiiim im iib

|Christina Maria Aguilera (bom December 18 =
=1980 in Staten Island, New York), colloquially!

=known as Xtina, is an American popular m usic!
Singer-songwriter.
=
-tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiim iiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-

y

y

|Geraldo Miguel Rivera, (born July 4, 1943*
Freddie Prinze, Jr. (born March 8, 1976) is an

Andy Garcia (born April 12, 1956) is a Cuban actor. He was born

American actor of Puerto Rican, Irish, Italian, and
Jewish heritage. However, he practices Catholicism..

Andrés Arturo Garcia in Havana, Cuba, into a well-to-do family.

Sih New York City), is a television journalist!
¡with an affinity for dram atic high-profile|
¡stories and a style th at has often beer
¡described as sensational,
i

www.themontclarion.org
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Sizing Up a Finance Career: Part II
Unveiling the Daily Responsibilities of Day Traders and Pricing Analysts
Alex Wolff
A ssista n t Feature Editor

re you one ofthe seniors/super seniors
who are graduating in December or
May and still having trouble choos
ing a career? It is best to not wait until the
last minute. S tart researching before you
look. One should not take the first job th at is
thrown at their feet before doing the proper
research. Following up last week’s dissec
tion of the research and investment banking
analyst jobs, here come two more.

A

Ca r e e r s !
Resea r c h

Analyst

1
wSif'

P r ic in g An a ly st

I $40,000 >

I-B a n k in g An a ly st

$50,000

People say good gamblers make good
Da y Tr a d e r
day traders; their job is often compared to
.
..
a crapshoot: you could be successful one '• :
minute, and be overthrown the next. That
is how fast things happen. Many day trad- ers bum out because of the stress and their
empty pockets, but the ones th at make it get
paid.
Day traders have revolutionized how peo
ple make money in the capital markets. They
take positions in the m arket hoping to make
money in a m atter of seconds or minutes and
do not hold positions overnight, hence the
name day trader.
Most day traders use a strategy called
“Technical Analysis,” or the more popular
term , “Trend Trading,” which is forecasting
future price movements based on past price,
trends. Successful day traders are the gum s
-Rob Gupkin
of pricing charts.
Energy Trader at the New York Mercantile
They examine price charts utilizing
Exchange:
numerous measurements to capitalize on

(

Bo n u s

$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0

5r:|| '

Day Trader

“[Day Traders should not]
start in the commodities
market. One minute you
could be doing well and
then next you could lose
your shirt.”

Ba se Sa la r y

Based on
Individual

1

$ 1 0 ,0 0 0

1

$50,000
BASED ON
Individual

Performance Pm f o r m a n i ^
pricing trends in the market. Several of
these measurements are “moving averages,
pivot points, convergence divergence indi
cators, stochastics and price support and
resistance levels,” says Rob Gupkin, Energy
Trader at the New York Mercantile Exchange
(NYMEX).
The NYMEX is the world’s largest physi
cal commodities futures exchange. Day trad
ers working here trade future commodity
prices, such as natural gas and cmde oil. Day
trading can be a very exciting job because,
“traders (locals) provide liquidity in the m ar
kets and are also known as the market
makers,” Gupkin says. The job becomes espe
cially electrifyingEspecially if you are mak
ing money.

However, if you are interested in pursu
ing a career as a day trader, the best piece
of advise is “don’t start in the commodi
ties market,” Gupkinq says. “One minute
you could be doing well and the next you
could lose your shirt.” The reason for this
is entering into futures contracts is more
costly then buying stocks, because futures
contracts are bought on margin. One choice
is to start as a runner on the exchange and
learn about how the m arkets work, then
make the transition to trading.
Considering the stress and risk factors
day trading has its upsides. The hours are
not terrible, being th at the NYMEX opens
at 10:00 a.m. and closes at 2:30 p.m. and the
stock m arket opens at 9:30 a.m. and closes
at 4:00 p.m. You are your own boss. And
your salary is as high as you can make it.
Pricing Analyst

Pricing Analysts are especially im portant
in the financial world, but.are rarely talked
about. They price many types of investment
instrum ents th at aren’t regularly traded on
the exchange. For example, asset backed
securities, emerging m arket debt and private
issues.
Mutual funds, pension funds, private equi
ty funds and hedge funds constantly need
these asset prices. Why? Fund managers
require, “timely and accurate security prices
in order to monitor their performance for the
clients,” says M artin Woll, pricing Analyst
for Alliance Bernstein, a global investment
SEE ‘ANALYST’ ON P. 1 1

The Montclarion
is seeking Editors
and Photographers
If interested, please
call Managing
Editor, Jose Ortiz
at 973-655-5282.
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D earJan dJ,
I ’ve been seeing this guy fo r six months now.
In the beginning, he was gung-ho about a
relationship, which is why I went through with the
dating and the intimacy. Now, six months later, he
says he can *t be in one because o f his busy career.
Meanwhile, we ’re still intimate and he says he is
not attracted to anyone else but me. I ’m confused.
Should I hang around hoping he ’d deide to settle
down, or stop wasting my time? I ’m a busy
woman and I think I ’m investing more feelings
into this than he is.

Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

his may not be the first time you’ve
learned this valuable lesson, and it
most certainly won’t be the last: Men
will say and do whatever is necessary to get
into your pants.
No guy is going to go up to a girl and
tell her th at he is not interested in her
long-term, but she would be great for
some sex for a while. So, of course your
guy in question would naturally begin
with the promise of a relationship, unless
you told him you weren’t interested in
one.
This is not to say th at he never
felt like getting into a relationship,
but up until now, you never
pressed the issue, he never
said anything. Now he’s got
this career and
you’ve moved
from dating
to being sex
buddies, and
I’m sure he
likes things
ju st as they
are.
This is where
your big decision comes
in. If you don’t want
to be with him inti
m ately w ithout any
commitment, you must
discontinue all sexual
relations until then.
Sex is what motivates a
man, so hit him where it
hurts.
If you tell him
there will be no “inti
macy” until he can find

T
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an extremely difficult
task.
As a busy person,
think this guy might live by the phrase, you need to decide how
“why buy the milk if you can get the cow valuable your time real
for free?” For six months he has had all ly is. Would you rather
of the benefits of a relationship, with none of spend tim e worrying
the responsibilities At this point, you proba about w hat’s going
bly shop for him, cook for him and sleep with on in this guy’s head,
or simply move on
him. Though these might be things
and see where life
he considers “good girlfriend”
takes you? I would
characteristics, he doesn’t have
talk to him before
to check in or answer to an
making a deci
actual girlfriend. For him, this
sion. It is pos
is the perfect situation. For you,
sible to not be
I imagine it is emotionally
“ready” for a
draining.
relatio n sh ip ,
Not having the “boy
but you won’t
friend” label, for some rea
know if
son or another, is relax
this is his
ing for guys. Sometimes,
p red ica
even where th at label
m ent unless
the time for a relationship, you’ll definitely is not applied,, two peo
you ask.
get results, but be prepared for results that ple will behave as if they
Blowing him off outright without
you may not be looking for.
are in a relationship,
telling him how you feel might make
One of two things will happen. He may but not having a label
you want to kick yourself later when
pull him self away from his work long enough seems to give men an
you find out that he was ju st trying to
to spend some non-sexual time with you, and easy way out if they
get settled before making an attem pt at
you can begin building a relationship based decide to run.
a lasting relationship. If the excuse he gave
on something besides sex. Another is th at
We’re young. For men to realize
you is true, then perhaps the two of you
he might be scared off and you’ll they’re in love at such a young age is
have neither the “intimacy” frightening for them because, let’s face it, can agree to see other people. This way you
they want to “get around” before they settle get to spend time with him, but you are at
nor the relationship.
a distance that will enable you to keep your
In either case, the situ down with the love of their lives.
Realizing th at I might seem like a pes feelings out of harm’s way.
ation would be moving
It’s possible th at when he gets settled
somewhere and it appears simist, I do recommend you at least con
th at it’s not now. If you allow sider th at this might not be what’s running professionally, he’ll be ready to move on to
this to go on and don’t make a through his mind. It’s possible that, after just the next g o al... and th at might ju st be you.
stand, he’s going to continue to entering the working world, your guy might But there’s still the possibility that he has no
use you for “intimacy,” and I want to concentrate his time and effort on intention on buying the cow.
building himself up professionally.
know you don’t want that.
A nother path
This is an understandable priority that I f you have any questions you would like
answered by our team o f sex and rela
may be to simply Fm sure you have as well, and for him to
tionship experts, send an e-mail to
sta rt seeing other concentrate on building a relationship and MSUFeature@gmail.com_ with “He Said She
people, and let him a career simultaneously might end up being
know the negative sides
of not being in a rela
tionship.
Im agine him
calling for his booty
call, and finding
th at you already
have plans with another guy. He won’t like
that. He’ll have to share your time with
someone else and might start wanting to
spend some more time with you and not
only for “intimacy.”
Someone once said th at men love so th at
they can get sex," and women give sex so
they can get love. This may or may not be
true, but if it is, why would your guy want
to be in a loving relationship with you,
when he’s already got what he’s looking for.
I may be betraying my gender, but the
only way to motivate a main is to hit him
(figuratively) in his penis. If you stop giv
ing him sex, he’ll start giving you more.

A N T E D

Jessica H avery

A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

I

Wednesday, Oct 26th
11am-2pm
SC Ballrooms

Ask professors questions about majors/minors
Meet students studying in the major *
Learn about restricted and mi majors
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Attaining Great S u cce ss With Desire
World's Strongest Man Proves Victory Dwells In the Power of Brain, Not Brawn
Rob G ilb ert, Ph.D
Departm ent o f Exercise Scien ce and Physical
Education

RIDDLE: Nothing in the world can stop a
person with it. Nothing in the world can
help a person without it. What is "it"?
Answer at end.

’ve never seen anyone who looks quite like
him. He’s 511” and weighs 346 pounds.
That’s not a misprint. He weighs three
hundred and forty-six pounds. His name is
Bud Jeffries (www.strongerman.com) from
Lakeland, Florida and he’s reported to be
“the world’s strongest drug-free man.”
Last June, Bud was a guest speaker in
my “Social Problems in Sports” course. To
get the attention of the class, he started with
a few strength feats.
He bent a railroad spike, lifted a student
over his head with just one finger, and bent
one thick piece of steel into a “U” shape as
easily as you or I would bend,a plastic straw.
Before anyone could think he was “muscle
bound,” he also did a full split.
Then the questions started. “W hat, type
of diet are you on?” “Do you use machined
or free weights?” “What kind of supplements
do you take?” “How much do you work out?”
“Were your parents strong?”
Bud short-circuited all these questions by
saying th at everyone always wants to know
“THE SECRET.” He said th at the secret is
not nutrition, equipment or even genetics.
Bud then revealed the secret in ju st two
words. They are: “DESIRE WINS!”
He also adds th at desire beats diet, equip
ment, supplements and even beats genetics.

I

Desire beats everything.
Desire wins in sports. Desire also wins
in school. In the long run (and your college
career is a m arathon not a sprint), attitude
beats aptitude. As motivational speaker and
author Zig Ziglar says, “Your attitude, not
your aptitude, will determine your altitude.”
I remember an old cartoon . . . a group of
penguins are looking up at another penguin
who’s flying. The flying penguin looks down
and nonchalantly says something like, “You
guys just never flapped your wings hard
enough!”
If you really want to fly, you’ll flap you’re
wings*harder. If you really want to do well
in school, you’ll work harder. If you really
want to do extraordinarily well in school,
you’ll kick it up a few notches and work even
harder!
Gaining admission to any medical school,
law school or graduate school, is possible.
How much do you want it? Are you willing to
pay the price? DESIRE WINS!

RIDDLE: Nothing in the world can stop a
person with it. Nothing in the world can
help a person without it. What is "it"? '
By now I'm sure you know the answer—
Desire.

I f you really want to win, call Dr. Gilbert’s
Success Hotline at (973) 743-4690. Threem inute recorded motivational messages are
available 24/7/365. New messages every
morning at 7:30.

courtesy o f www.cyberpump.com

Bud Jeffries, the world’s strongest drug-free man, shown lifting a student with one finger
(left), completing a 1,700 pound quarter squat (right), and presenting a complete split
(below)

www.themontclarion.org
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Exercisin g Your Etiquette
Lesson In Gym Propriety Sheds Weight of Embarassment
Tiffany Dias
KRT Campus

f you let your weights slam to the ground,
howl, grunt or scream while warming
up and make unnecessary conversation
with others _ you’re badly in need of some
gym etiquette. Going to a gym is sim ilar to
living in a community, yet many don’t real
ize th at .belonging means you’re expected to
follow some rules, even though they’re often
unspoken ones.
Dale Pettit, personal trainer a t World
Gym in Paso Robles, Calif., suggests th at
common courtesies like wiping down a
machine and re-racking weights create a
communal atmosphere. “It makes members
know they’re looking out for each other.”
To save you from committing a fitness
faux pas, here’s a guide to basic gym eti
quette. You may think you know all of this,
but double-check yourself against our list.

I

Keep quiet: While the gym is not a

library, consider the atmosphere. Don’t sing
along to your iPod or chat on your wireless
headset. Unless asked, refrain from offering
advice to strangers or trying to chat with the
person next to you.
Dress appropriately: Dress in clean,
breathable clothes and closed-toe shoes.
Avoid shredded tees, thongs, obscenely tight
clothing or heavy makeup. The gym is not
the place to find a date.
Mom said to share: If you are in between
sets let someone else use your weights or

co urtesy o f w w w .bbc.co.uk

Knowing how to work with and maintain machines in the gym can relieve the stress of
shame. Gym etiquette is essential.

machine. Basic etiquette says 30 m inutes on their technique,
a treadm ill or elliptical machine is enough,
Be patient: A machine with a towel or
but if there’s nobody waiting, staying on is
book on it is an indication th at somebody is
acceptable.
still using it. If the machine you want is occu
Two's a crowd: You should never be close pied, don’t hover or tap your foot. Instead,
enough to another person to identify their politely ask how many sets they have left.
type of deodorant or toothpaste flavor. There This act of consideration is important.
should be enough gym floor for two people to
Clean up: Towels are available to wipe off
work out without touching.
anything you touch. They keep your sweat
Mirror mirror: There are m irrors every from getting onto another’s body and vice
where inside a gym, so don’t be afraid to look versa. Also, properly re-rack your weights
at yourself while working out. However, don’t when you’re finished. Leaving weights on the
walk in front of the people staring at them floor is more than ju st rude; it can be hazard
selves in the mirror; they’re usually checking ous.

ANALYST
CONTINUED FROM R 8

management firm.
How do pricing analysts calculate asset
values? “Using matrices, financial models,
and contacts on the trading floors at various
banks,” says Woll. Most of the assets priced
in his position are in the fixed income class,
like bonds, emerging m arket debt and mort
gaged backed securities.
To give you an idea, bond prices are some
times figured using a m atrix curve, which
is a model composed of various government
securities based upon duration. M aturity
and riskiness apply as well. It is assumed
th at bonds with sim ilar duration, m aturity
and risk will have a sim ilar price. Therefore,
using a pricing m atrix can derive a price for
a security with an ambiguous price.
Crunching numbers, confirming prices
over the phone, using excel and access and
operating the Bloomberg term inal are the
daily chores of a Pricing Analyst. However,
the hours are not excessive like' th at of a
Research Analyst or an Investment Banker
and normally average 50 a week.
This position is an “excellent introduction
to security valuation and data adm inistra
tion,” says Woll. S tarting with a “dynamic
company” and “working your way up” is the
way to get ahead in this business.
One could be overwhelmed by the options
presented in these career articles from.
Organizing them is the first step. Define all
the new finance jargon th at was used in the
articles. Then identify which career is best
suitable to your interests and needs.
Next, investigate which companies have
the career you are looking for. There are
many out there large and small so explore
thoroughly. Lastly, develop a list of contacts
th at maybe able to take you to where you
want to go.

HW
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You’re Invited to...

The Women’s Studies Reception
Please Join Us on October 20,2005
From 12:30-3:00 PM
Cohen Lounge of Dickson Hall

N atalie Ghany
NJCU Alumna 2003,
Political Science

• Celebrate 30 years of Women’s Studies
• What Can I Do With Women’s Studies: A panel on career
/
opportunities
• Student experience at the Center for American Women and
Politics
• Meet our faculty
• Refreshments

“After completing my undergraduate degree
at New Jersey City University, 1 went on to
the University College o f London to earn
my Master’s in International Development.
NJCU was a great foundation fo r this next
step in my education.”

We welcome Women’s Studies majors, minors, faculty, and all
students interested in working for social justice on behalf of women.
n e w

PRIZES! BRING A FRIEND!
Ask your professor for EXTRA CREDIT!
Questions? Email us at: WMST@mail.montclair.edu
Visit our website at: www.montclair.edu/womensstudies

J e r s e y

CITY
D

n

I

Whatever personal or professional path you
choose, at NJCU you'll find dedicated
professors inspiring you to grow and to
achieve. Each of our undergraduate and
graduate programs is designed with a single
goal - your success. Visit NJCU's thriving
campus today and begin writing your own
success story.
I -8 8 8 -4 4 1-N J C U • w w w .njcu.edu
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A cor accident left Kenny Denton paralyzed below die wairt. After intense therapy, Easter Seals Helped torn Kennys
glimmer of Hope Into a bright new. career, One in five Americans has a disability. and Easter Seals is there with expert '
Help, hope and Humanity, To learn more, coll Easter Seals or vilsd wwweaster-seahorg
!
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MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
Montclair, N ew Jersey

HONORARY DEGREE NOMINATIONS - 2006
President Cole and the Board o f Trustees request nominations for recipients o f honorary degrees at the 2006 Commencement
ceremonies. Nominations should be submitted to the President’s O ffice (C ollege Hall, Rm. 235) by October 14 on forms that
are available in the offices o f the President, SGA, and The M pntclarion.
Please be certain the background information you provide addresses the criteria established by our policy on honorary degrees:
“Honorary degrees may be awarded by the Board o f Trustees to persons who have achieved a record o f major distinction at the
state or national level in such areas as education, science, the arts, public service, research, the humanities, business, and the
professions. Under circumstances approved by the Board, honorary degrees may be awarded to persons who, though they
have not achieved national or statewide recognition, have made an especially outstanding and significant contribution to
Montclair State or to higher education.” Thank you.
Note that all previous recipients o f honorary degrees are listed on the MSU web at http://www.montclair.edu/bot/honorarydegrees.html
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Bow Down To MSU Royalty
Students Compete for Homecoming Crowns
t

Muffimi

Tom Shields
S ta ff W riter

Just like the summer wind or th at great
tan, Homecoming week comes and goes, but
always leaves its mark. It unofficially rings
in the fall and a new school semester.
Other th an the Homecoming football
game, the most im portant event of the week
end was obviously who is going to become the
annual king and queen of the University, the
symbolic couple th at wears the crown and
rides on a float for the weekend. So how does
one pick their future king and queen?
In high school, it is a pure popularity con
test, based on thè most symmetrical looking
people in the class. But we are in the “big
leagues” now, and at a collegiate level we
have a much more diplomatic way of pick-

N astassia D avis I The M ontclarion

The crowd goes wild as Garrone tempts
them with a Demi-inspired strip tease.

- '• ' - <■
ing our royalty. Or at least we
think we do.
The Homecoming talent
show was one of the events
th a t brought fraternities,
soriorties and curious bystand
ers together to take a good
look at this year’s king and
queen nom inees. Since it is the
plebeians of the student body
who elect these figure heads,
the nominees stru t their stuff
in a balls-to-the-wall, anything
goes, vaudevillian talent show
th at could actually make some
decent reality television if one
was ever to plug the event.
Tfie show started off with
nominee Carolyne Garrone who
did a crowd-favoring strip tease
th at would impress Stripteasefe
Demi Moore.
“I have a unique sense of
humor. If you know me, then
N astassla D avis I The M ontclarion
you would know th at I am
nothing like this, but I thought Carolyne Garrone teases the crowd in a performance
it would be fun act to do any she said is unlike her off-stage personality.
of reinacting his now-famous perfor
ways,” said Garrone, a fitness
guru and recent Carmen Electra workout tape mance. It was dead on Dynamite.
Kenneth Gyan, nom inated by
enthusiast.
The night continued with your run-of-the- NASO, gave one of the best perfor
mill acts of singers, dancers and, of. course, mances with friend and Homecoming
th at one incoherent act not worth writing queen nominee Morrisu Momo.
The duo’s act started with a sound
about th at leaves the audience clueless.
The most original performance of the night clip from the Eddie Murphy come
came by Melissa Staignile, a Sigma Delta Phi dy “Coming to America,” but quickly
nominee, who did a real wicked impression of transpired into Gyan and Momo pay
Napoleon Dynamite. Hopefully, most of you ing tribute to their African roots by
reading this have seen the cult classic and wearing full African attire and danc
remember the dance Napolean does at the ing to authentic African music.
end to help his friend Pedro win the position
SEE ‘ROYALTY’ ON P. 1 4
of class president. Melissa did a stellar job

Two Thumbs Up for Recent Release
Real-Life Issues Make Movie Irresistable
but has some escapism issues of her own, as (Kelly Gamer), a good girl gone bad
she seems entirely too interested in meeting th at finally begins to show interest in
TV star M att Schramm (Benjamin Bratt). him . Help comes in the form of Justin’s
These two characters illustrate the difficulty flakey, new age orthodontist, Perry
T h u m b su cker
th at parents are faced with when trying to (Keanu Reeves), who uses hypnosis to
relate to their adolescent children in a chang rid him of his habit.
Dir. Mike Mills
Starring: Benjamin Bran,
But as the old cliche goes, you should
ing world.
Vince Vaughn and Tilda
be
careful what you wish for. Justin
The
parents
are
faced
with
situations
th
at
Swirrton
they aren’t sure how to handle. They find becomes irritable and almost unstable
★ ★ ★ 1
their attemps to be difficult because they have due to the loss of his security device.
trouble communicating and dealing with, and He’s diagnosed with ADHD and is put
on medication, which seems to solve all
their own internal problems.
Justin’s thumbsucking dilemma finally his problems for a time, but eventually
Tbumbsuckeris the first feature film w rit becomes too much for him to handle when it
SEE ‘TH UM B’ ON P. I S
ten and directed by Mike Mills, and based on interferes with his relationship with Rebecca
the novel by Walter Kim . Previously, Mills
had done a handful of short films and music
videos. Here he manages to create a dual
coming-of-age story th at explores some of
the differences and the sim ilarities between
child and adult and parent and son.
I call it a dual coming-of-age because
there is significant exploration and change
on the p art of the adult characters, how
ever the m ain focus of the film is on Justin’s
growth. Coupled with some creative visual
-techniques, this makes Thumbsucker an
impressive feature film debut for Mills.
Justin Cobb (Lou Taylor Pucci) is a 17year-old boy with an unusual problem. He
still sucks his thumb. Justin’s father, Mike
(Vincent D’Onofrio), is less than thrilled
about this and seems to have difficulty relat
courtesy o f m ovles.com
ing to his often aloof son. His mother Audrey Justin Cobb plays a teenager battling his addiction to thumbsucking. After kicking the
(Tilda Swinton) provides a friendlier face, habit, he becomes irritable and nearly unstable after losing his security device.
Ben Faresich
' S ta ff W riter

w w w .them ontclarion.org

Lohan’s C ar
(and C a re e r)
Com e To
C rash in g
H alt

co urtesy of ew.com

Jessica Havery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

After months on the set of Herbie:
Fully Loaded playing the part the proud
owner of a Volkswagon Beetle, Lindsey
Lohan proved th at ju st because she acts
like she can drive a car, doesn’t mean
she can.
Last week, in her second car acci
dent since May, Lohan alledgedly drove
her Mercedes into a red van outside of
The Ivy, a hip restaurant frequented by
Hollywood celebs.
After the crash, Lohan reportedly
dashed into an antiques store in an
attem pt to avoid paparazzi th at stake
out the restaurant. While the actress/
singer was not injured, she may be
forced to pay criminal damages to the
injured driver of the other car involved.
In addition to her recent collision,
Lohan has been raising eyebrows after
making the decision to pose nude for
Vanity Fair, a decision th at was influ
enced by Paris Hilton’s recent Vanity
Fair cover.
The thought of Lohan shedding her
clothes to bare the little flesh she has
makes me want to break out the barbeque sauce and have a rib roast. The
19-year-old’s frail frame has become a
cause for concern of many media out
lets.
Since the release of Mean Girls, the
film th at launched Lohan’s career, the
actress has slowly faded away, physi
cally and professionally.
Now, rather than being compared to
the likes of Juba Roberts, Lohan’s fig
ure resembles th at of the Crypt Keeper
from Tales From the Crypt. If pale flesh
and brittle bones tu rn you on, perhaps
Lohan is ju st your cup of tea.
Professionally, while the celeb did
release an album after she starred as a
mean girl, her acting career as a whole
has consisted solely of Herbie, which
was a flop.
Bad, low-budget movies and rumors
(Lohan was seen sharing a six-piece
sushi appetizer with rail-thin friend
Paris Hilton) could potentially destroy
this actress if she doesn’t pick a good
scrip t.
Pm sure she got paid quite well for
the movies she put out, and the one
single th at made it big. If she wants
to keep her title of Entertainer of the
Week, perhaps she should buy herself a
burger.

ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK: LINDSEY LOHAN
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ROYALTY
CONTINUED FROM R 13

“We wanted to represent our heritage
and show our appreciation to those who have
come before us, and of course those who nom
inated us from the African Organization”
the two performers said. Gyan was bom in
Ghana and Momo lived in Liberia.
Gyan later said, “I come from a Ghanaian
household, and this is part of my life. I
wanted to share that with everyone there
and show them I am proud of who I am.”
The talent show could not have been a
success without the Director of Night and
Weekend Programming Julie Fleming and
the College Life Union Board headed by pres
ident Laura Hutcheon. Members of C.L.U.B
and Fleming were in attendance to control
the rowdy crowd th at was fixed on support
ing their own organization’s nominee.
Their hard work during the week of
events can take its toll on any individual, but
as C.L.U.B Treasurer Jam ie Drèsher put it:
“We did seven or eight events all week. It’s
[C.L.U.B’s] responsibility to help organize
Homecoming and make it fun for the stu
dents. The talent show is one of those events
th at gives, the student body an opportunity to
see the Homecoming nominees in action.”
Not eveiy one can run for the Homecoming
.King or Queen of this university. “The crite
ria is simple. You need at least forty-five cred
its and a 2.5 GPA or higher, but the biggest
thing you need is a nomination by a school
affiliated organization,” added Dresher.
Having met the requirem ents, wowed
the audience and won the votes, Gyan was
crowned Homecoming King at the football
game on Saturday.
And what is a king without his queen?
Nothing, which is why Carolyne Gamme
was happy to be crowned reigning queen of
MSU.
Homecoming weekend may be over, butas
Homecoming queen nominee M orrisu Momo '
put it, “[Homecoming is] a time where I can
just look back at and say ‘yeah I did it, and it

was fun. No regrets.’”
In th at statem ent, maybe we can find the
spirit of this ancient ritual of choosing two
students to rule the University for a weekend. Here’s to no regrets, new beginnings
and the unofficial start to a revitalizing
school year. We can all drink to that!

'hotos on this page were taken b]
photographer Nastassia Davis

www.birthright.org
973*743-2061

Birth righ t o f Essex C o u n ty
623 B lo o m field A v e n u e
B lo o m fie ld , N ew Je r s e y 07003
973-743-2061
1-800-550-4900 - 24 Hour H otline
All services free and confidential
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THUMB
CONTINUED FROM R 13

tions manage to stay authentic enough to
keep this film more grounded.
With the exception of Justin’s odd habit,
there aren’t many characters in this movie
th at many of us couldn’t relate to on some
level. That’s one of the alluring qualities
of Thumbsucker. Most of these people are
people th at we’ve known or at least met in
our own lives.
Perry is probably the least believable
character in the film which is sad to say
because it’s one of the few roles th at I’ve seen
th at was well-suited for Reeves. But even
Perry represents someone, who many of us
have encountered.
He’s th at hippie guru-type th at thinks
th at their new age solutions can solve all
your problems. Somehow the plot device
co urtesy o f m ovles.com
seems to work for the film even if it reaches
Keanu Reeves plays Perry, a new age orthodontist who helps Justin kick his thumbsucking
habit.
a little bit.
The rest of the characters are well-writ
he must look elsewhere for solace.
where the characters are so weird, they’re ten and the actors are excellent, especially
The ads make this film seem “quirky,” over the top but the characters and situa- newcomer Lou Pucci. D’Onofrio and Swinton

do an excellent job of making us feel the
despair th at they feel as they desperately
want -to reach out to Justin, but just don’t
know how.
Vince Vaughn ( Wedding Crashers,
Swingers) who holds the role of Justin’s
debate team coach, Mr. Geary, performs
adequately.
The thing th at ties the characters togeth
er is th at they are all in search of something,
and they are all prisoners of some vice. At
times, Thumbsucker almost feels like a study
on vice th at tends to shy away from the typi
cal vices that most of us would think of. It
only briefly touches upon drugs or nicotine.
Instead, it explores some of our alternate
vices, like TV, prescription medication, or the
most basic and earliest of vices, sucking ones
thumb.
Ultimately, Justin’s goal is to find a way
to look inside him self to find happiness and
Mills makes his journey an entertaining one
to be a part of.

Apple’s Album: An "Extraordinary” Comeback
Theresa Dublin

Six long years after the release of her
sophomore album, When the Pawn H its ...,
Fiona Apple has at last graced us with her
third album, Extraordinary Machine. Apple
" E x t r a o r d in a r y M a c h in e " ]
started working on Extraordinary Machine
Dir. Mike Mills
j
three years ago (and most of it even mistak
Starring' Benjamin Brett,
enly leaked onto the web), but shelved it in
Vince Vaughn ami Tilda
the
wake of a bout of sudden self-doubt.
Swinton
1 \v
l
Fortunately, with the help of a differ
★ ★ ★ ★
ent producer, Mike Elizondo, and some new
m aterial, Apple reconsidered her decision.
S ta ff Writer

I V F
of

New Jersey
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She picked up the project again, much to the
delight of Apple’s most dedicated fans, who
created a website, requesting her album be
released, on her behalf at www.FreeFiona.
com the album was released on October 4.
A great deal of the new album sounds like
classic Fiona, with mellow piano introduc
tions as well as lively, jazz-inspired main
melodies. But it seems as if the sim ilarities
with her other albums end there.
Although most of her songs usually deal
with romantic relationships (or a lack there
of), her tone here is different from her previ
ous two albums, especially “Tidal.” While
“Extraordinary Machine” is still gloomy to
some extent, it doesn’t carry the bitter
ness and anger th at “Tidal” seemed to be
so charged with. Though “Tidal” had the
wounded brilliance th at this album lacks.
While Apple’s songs can hardly be called
“upbeat,” this latest album shows an attem pt
on her part to move on from her painful past,
having been raped by a stranger in a hallway
of her mother’s New York City apartm ent
building at the age of 12.
The title song, “Extraordinary Machine,”
is backed by an orchestra th at plays a dainty
melody, like from a ballet. However, her lyr
ics challenge the tune to this song, declaring
th at she is, in fact, an independent, extraor
dinary machine because machines generally

“A pple doesn’t c a re ab o u t
p u ttin g o u t ‘p re tty ’ m usic;
she doesn’t cover up any
uglin ess in h e r re a lity
because th a t w ould m ak e
h e r m usic dishonest.”

aren’t dainty. Near the end of this song, her
voice effortlessly ascends to reach a few high
notes, which leave the . air quavering long
after this number has ended.
I liked the song, “O’ Sailor,” in particular
in which she asks, “O’Sailor, why’d you do
it/ W hat’d you do that for?” with such disap
pointment th at one can only speculate as to
what exactly “it” is. This kind of songwriting
is an excellent example of her characteristicly ambivalent lyrical style.
“Tymps (The Sick in the Head Song),” is

courtesy o f m usic.com

Fiona Apple releases her third album after a
three-year battle of self-doubt.

another song in which Apple plays with the
verbalization of the lyrics - her voice goes
up and down as if she’s just talking and not
singing. However, the singsong quality of
her voice makes it sound catchy and almost
pretty.
Apple seems to have found a new connec
tion with the piano in her latest album as
well. She ju st sounds more self-assured play
ing it this time around. One can picture her
pounding away at those ivories, not caring
about what anybody thinks.
W hat struck me most about the album
was its honesty, both lyrically and musically.
Apple doesn’t care about putting out “pretty”
music; she doesn’t cover up any ugliness in
her reality because th at would make her
music dishonest. It’s as if her lyrics came
from journal pages th at nobody was sup
posed to see.
Even if this album is still second to
“Tidal,” Apple has certainly m atured musi
cally since “Tidal”’s release in 1996. She
has acquired a certain poise over the years,
undoubtedly through her experiences, which
in turn have enriched her music. The years
haven’t staled her work, and her work is
untainted by the industry, unlike many other
artists’ music (most of the time as a result of
pressure) out there is.
In “Waltz (Better Than Fine),” she asks
what other artists should be asking them
selves these days: “Everyone else’s goal’s/
To get big-headed/ Why should I follow that
beat/ Being th at I’m/ B etter than fine.” And
she is.
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Red Hawk Homecoming Celebrations

MSU’s Rockin’ Red Hawk Homecoming
Jessica H avery

parade, students had a chance to wow the
crowds with their 50s-thenied Skits, but
without the floats they’d worked so hard to
It’s fairly easy to tell when fall has offi build the night before. The absence of floats
cially arrived. The smell of firewood fills the and heavily decorated cars didn’t seem to
air; scarves make their way out of the closet; h u rt the performances too much, as mem
coffee becomes a necessity to stay warm bers of each organization shimmied across
(and awake) in class. While you might see the stage in poodle skirts with Grease-style
these signs of fall’s approach on the streets dance moves.
of any hometown, here at Montclair State
University students look for a much bigger """""^
sign: Homecoming.
: Homecoming week is a time for members*
of the MSU community to let their school
'
,i
. ,.
«
« ... .
spirit s h i« as they play
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Homecoming was no
*0 the fun-filled
compete for a crown, show off tljeir football^ gYDPCtationS of mHUV

skills and represent an orga^gpioiL
Homecoming was no exceptMj|rtb the inn- â § S t u d e n t s a n d f a c u l t y
filled expectations of many^ÆS^studentanad
faculty battled nasty weatfaifr to show tie r
ultim ate level of schoof supposé M É tedM
In a most interesting talent show, stu
dents vying for a spot as fang^r queen of the
University took to the stjg n '^ ^ P r& c n P irv jW hilp^each jifrganization worked to edge
their fellow students. Frdm .sed u cfi^ fn ip -, m l anjgcompetition, L.A.S.0 performed a
Grease ¡skit with a little Latin flavor that
teases and heartfelt songs tqid%|ife
and cultural expressioin, the students of won the hearts of the audience, and the first
MSU proved they’ve got a lot of talent and pla&eprize.
aren’t afraid to show it.
Following the energetic performances and
While the king and queen nominees bad a an indoor carnival, our Red Hawk football
crown riding on their talent, many members team plhyed in what some consider to be the
of student organizations spenHfb^b^iÿèek most im portant event of Homecoming week
rehearsing, building, painting and dancing end. Beneath hard-hitting rain, on slippery
to perfect a float and performarfise m eant fbr turf, our guys ¿.ruggled against the rath of
the Homecoming parade.
both mother nature and Kean University.
On Friday night, with only! four hours •
thanks to a fumble on behalf
allotted to build the actual
of Kean, in overtime, the Red Hawks took our
flooded the Red Hawk parkiim ’& d ^ ip f o University to another Homecoming victory.
supplies in a hurried race to ouMbu»|ftj|fie£ , -‘i Homecoming has come and gone. We’ve
organizations. Although Alpha Ijpta1’<phi-- bonded with friends, scored field goals, given
found a new use for paper b a ^ ^ ^ jD |d ta 'saji^p crowns |n d danced our hearts out.
Phi Epsilon and Pi Kappa A lphi were ijs - W hether wq were part of the winning orga
ative with their use of red-check^^;4J^ 8 i, nization, the h^ky people crowned king and
no amount of ingenuity could beaF mother queen or Ib P football player th at escaped
nature and the Homecoming parade was with the fewest number of injuries, we should
all see Homecoming for what it was: a fun
cancelled.
Saturday morning, in lieu of the original p arty welcoming a fresh semester.

battled nasty weather to
show... school support.” (

Photos on this page were
taken by P hoto E ditor
D om inique W ilson
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L.A.S.O. Adds Flavor To Cult C lassic
Students Dance Their Way To First Place, Grease Style
Steve Rosa
Staff Writer

throughout the night trying to make it just
right.
The process of combining 50s themed
music such as “Summer Nights” by Olivia
Newton-John and John Travolta with Latin
dance music salsa, merengue and reggaeton
was definitely not an easy task to accomplish
but L.A.S.O. kept plugging away. Luckily,
the members were energized with laughs,
positive energy and an assortm ent of junk
food.
While the group was having a great time
working on their float, the members came
across a huge setback in the wee hours of
Saturday morning: they’d run out of neces
sary supplies, without a nearby store to
purchase them from'.

What Class One organization on campus
has had an empanada eating contest, a 2005
fall bash, educational workshops and fiestas
th at make you wanna shake your hump? If
you guessed the Latin American Student
Organization (L.A.S.O.), you’re right.
L.A.S.O. has been working hard this
month to celebrate Latin Heritage Month
through numerous successful events like
those listed above. The most recent event on
L.A.S.O.’s Latin Heritage Month agenda was
Montclair’s annual homecoming float build
ing and parade.
As we all know, this past weekend had
a serious enocounter with mother nature,
resulting in numerous changes to the
Homecoming schedule. Though Saturday’s
parade was cancelled, the performances were
held in the Memorial Auditorium. MSU stu
dents were filled with Red Hawk sunshine
and school spirit, despite the nasty weather.
On Friday night L.A.S.O. members were
h ard at work on float props in the Red Hawk
Deck and in the L.A.S.O office. Organization
members Jackie Bravo, Marlyn Santana,
Oliver Velasquez, Elizabeth Tejeda, Niajette
Anderson and M ariana Perez busied them
selves with the tedious tasks of painting
logos and props of the classic h it Grease.
Since L.A.S.O.’s theme was Grease
Determined to put forth the best perfor
with a Latin tw ist, m aster choreographer mance to represent their organization, Arce
and Vice President Ellio Arce rehearsed and Lissette Colon decided to drive to the
the dance routine repeatedly with members only open store available: a Kinko’s in New

“While the group was
having a great time, the
members came across a
huge setback in the wee
hours of Saturday
morning: they’d run out of
necessary supplies.”

York City.
When ques
tioned about
driving to
New York,
Arce said,
“We’re truly
d eterm in ed
to win and if
this is what
we have to
do,
we’re
gonna do it!”
This ges
tu re moti
vated others
and proved
th at L.A.S.O.
was really
giving their
all.
A f t e r

courtesy o f m usic.com

Members of L.A.S.O. strap on poodle skirts and add a little flavor to a classic Grease dance in an effort to win the Homecoming competition.

days of hard
work
and
obstacles, Saturday afternoon arrived and
L.A.S.O. had their five minutes of feme with
an incredible performance th at energized
the audience. The dancers had a blast on
stage and added the necessary Latin flavor
to Homecoming 2005.
President of L.A.S.O. Orville Morales
proudly said, “Trying to do Homecoming and
being a student, as well as the President is
all time consuming, but in the end it’s all
worth the experience!”
Perez enthusiastically said, “Homecoming
week is a bonding experience and a way for

everyone to get involved.”
Another member, Jackie Bravo added,
“The homecoming performances can be a
little overwhelming because we’re all work
ing hard, but I’m having fun at the same
time!”
All of file performances on stage were
truly breathtaking. It was obvious th at every
organization worked really hard to dazzle the
crowd, but the hardwork and determination
of L.A.S.O. paid off when the organization
won first place.

EVERY THURSDAY
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When Donnatella Met the Last Don
Darko Writer Reinvents the Action Genre with Domino
ers named Ed and Choco (Mickey Rourke
and Edgar Ramirez). Skeptical of adding a
female presence to their cocksure group of
masculine superiority, Ed and Choco realize
th at their stock will rise if Domino joins in
the fun.
It isn’t long before Domino shows her
advantage over the boys when she is able to
elicit information from a crim inal by giving
him a lap dance. Domino is named Bounty
Hunter of the Year in 2003 and we see that
“There are three types of people in this she has denied Paris Hilton status to become
world,” Domino Harvey (Keira Knightley) Don Corleone.
tells us at the end of Domino, “The rich,
Domino takes a lot of liberties in adapt
the poor, and everyone in between.” If this ing the true story of Domino Harvey, such as
is true, then the former applies to Harvey.
Domino, the daughter of world-renowned
film actor Lawrence Harvey, was raised with
the kind of affluence most people spend their
whole lives trying to achieve.
It is Domino’s overly pampered 90210
existence th at causes her to rebel against the
aesthically pleasing and morally ambiguous
world of Hollywood. Money has grown on
trees for Domino, but as a little girl she steals
a quarter from the collection plate at church.
Bred to join the ranks of many trophy wives
before her, Domino lands a contract with
one of the country’s leading modeling firms. heterosexualizing proud lesbian Harvey and
Bored of the monotony th at comes with look involving her in a sleazy WB reality series
ing beautiful for a living, Domino decides to about the business of bounty hunting.
liven things up by getting into catfights with
Though many of these liberties have
other models on the catwalk.
caused controversy, especially from the
It seems th at Domino has always been a deceased Harvey herself, they make for a
bounty hunter in the body of a supermodel. more interesting movie than a by-the-numShe takes a class to perfect her new vocation bers adaptation. Even though the filmmak
of choice and in the process becomes a mem ers seem to relish th at much of Domino’s
ber of a motley crew of ragtag bounty hunt action is based on true events, the actual
Peter Schaus

A ssista n t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

“With the success of
‘Domino’ under his belt,
Richard Kelly is sure to
secure his place as the
second coming of
Tarantino.”

story of Domino Harvey’s life only fits into
the “hot chicks with guns” subdivision of
the already limited action genre. It is when
Domino deviates from realism th at the movie
shows its teeth, mostly due to Richard Kelly’s
imaginative script.
Fresh off the success of Donnie Darko,
Richard Kelly brings to Domino the same
sardonic wit and creative plot tw ists that
have made Darko a cult classic unseen in
the years since Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Bolstered by the strength of Kelly’s script,
Domino is able to transcend the boundaries
of action movies. It incorporates im portant
messages of family and race relations and
a non-patronizing sense of humor without
ever slowing down the high-speed plot and
gratitutious violence. With the success of
Domino under his belt, Richard Kelly is sure

Tarantino.
If there is fault to Domino, it’s in direc
tor Tony Scott and cinematographer Dan
Mindel’s failure to five up to the standard set
by Kelly’s script. The film employs a grainy
approach to the photography but the decision
comes across as muddled in the final prod
uct. Paul Schrader used the same technique
to greater effect in auto focus to show the dis
solution of the main character’s mental state.
In Domino, it seems to be used for superficial
purposes only. However, there are enough
adrenaline-pumping and high-octane scenes
to elicit an audience reaction unseen in
recent years. It is in these sequences, espe
cially the ones choreographed to Tom Jones’
cover of “Mama Told Me Not to Come,” that
proves Tony Scott’s status as one of the mas-

co urtesy o f m usic.com

Keira Knightly plays the leather-wearing, bad girl, a new character type for the actress.

Need we say more?
Can you read? Can you spell? Can you look a Section Editor in the face at 2am and tell
them they spelled “Antidisestablishmentarianism” wrong. . . again. . . for the third time?
Then The Montclarion wants YOU to come on down and join the fun as a Copy Editor!
Contact Managing Editor Jose Ortiz at 973-655-5282 if interested or for more info!
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DOMINO
CONTINUED FROM R 19

ters of the action genre.
With the inclusion of “Mama Told Me
Not to Come” and other great songs, Domino
takes full advantage of the effect of a great
soundtrack can have on the audience’s reac
tion. It seamlessly mixes Tom Waits (who
makes a brief cameo) with Da Diggler and
even makes an ironic, but im portant socio
logical observation using 2 Live Crew’s “Me
So Homy.” Like Pulp Fiction, Domino is
the kind of movie th at makes you leave the
theater and run straight to the closest record
store to pick up the soundtrack.
As far as the performances go, Keira
Knightley is adept at her first attem pt into
Angelina Jobe territory, but the supporting
cast of Domino far outshines the featured.
Mo’ Nique, easily one of the funniest come
diennes in America, shows an equally cap
tivating emotional depth as DeVry graduate
and Domino’s personal confidante, Lateesha.
Her performance is the catalyst for one of the

many show-stopping scenes in Domino when
she waxes poetic about mixed race vernacu
lar such as “blactino” and “chinegro” on the
“Jerry Springer Show”.
Mickey Rourke has had a career renais
sance of sorts in the past year, first with
Robert Rodriguez’s Sin City and now with
Domino. Since memories of his public foibles
have faded from the American consciousness,
filmmakers are beginning to revisit the grit
ty detachment and unwilling vulnerability
th at Rourke has brought to all his roles. His
performance in Domino is no exception and
the audience genuinely accepts Ed’s duality
as a bad-ass bounty hunter and Domino’s
mentor and father figure.
Christopher Walken has made a career out
of playing ominous villains, but in Domino,
he makes a surprising tu rn from predator
to prey. In his performance as wimpy WB
executive Mark Heiss, Walken successfully
conveys his artistic range and even manages'

to quell the nightmares we still have from his
roles in The Dead Zone and Sleepy Hollow.
. All in all, if you’re in the mood for gladi
ator-style violence th at doesn’t insult your
intelligence or you just want to see Keira

Knightley wearing as little as possible,
Domino is a sure bet. Tony Scott has crafted
an exciting movie th at loses little steam, but
it’s Richard Kelly’s script th at lets Domino
reinvent the action genre.
■ M »»

■ M H illii

courtesy of m ovies.com

The real life inspiration for Domino Harvey passed away from a drug overdose on June 27,
2005, but served as a consultant in the development of Domino.
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¡R forne a writer for Arts and Entertainment!
Contact Jess:
courtesy o f m ovles.com

Keira Knightley does well with her first foray into the "hot chicks with guns” genre, but
the supporting cast catches more of the spotlight in Domino.
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"Goodbye” U ses E le ctric Vibe
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“Rotersand” Mixes Styles For A New Sound
Ben Faresich
S ta ff W riter
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Metropolis Records
Released: July 2005
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Come Doom W ith Friends And Front A Great

LIVE BAND

SU P ER KARAOKE
FUN T IM E BAND
EVERY THURSDAY 11pm • NO COVER
ch o o se a tu n e fro m a r t is t s s u c h a s :
blondie, cheap trick, joan jett, ramones, led zepplin,
madonna, bowie, u2, 90 go's, elvis costello, beatles, abba,
stray eats, sex pistols, kiss, beastie boys, ac/dc, lou reed,
iggy pop, johnny cash, pat benatar and many more.
for the full song list go to: www.OtisBall.com
J u s t 10 m inutes from cam pus - easy off rt.3

go to our website for directions
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After a well-received debut in 2004 entitled
“Truth is Fanatic,” “Welcome to Goodbye” is
Rotersand’s second full length album. On
“Welcome to Goodbye,” they display a vari
ety of electronic influences th at bring their
sound together.
Some of the tracks are only a stone’s
throw away from being purely techno-trance
tracks. Others sound like good, hard EBM.
While other tracks sound almost like synthpop or future-pop with a bite.
The album starts off with a slow intro
track th at bleeds directly into the second
track, “Dare Or Live” a trancey, electro track
with some great synth lines and minimal
vocals. This is followed up by a darker more
EBM sounding track, “The Last Ship P art
L” This third track has a more conventional
structure verse, chorus, repeat with a lot of
energy and a good, driving beat.
“Almost Wasted” is the fourth track and
helps to showcase the group’s synth-pop
influences. Its lighter beat and softer tone
are mixed with clean vocals to produce a
mellower track th at is still powerful, though
more emotional than beat-driven.

These first few tracks are the perfect intro
duction to the rest of the CD. They do well in
setting up what lies ahead. Tm not sure how
many other groups could mix these different
styles together so well, but Rotersand pulls it
off on “Welcome to Goodbye.”
The harder, more techno-trance sounding
tracks such as “Storm” have good, hard, driv
ing beats th at make you want to get up and
dance. The tracks also manage to keep the
listener interested with creative synth lines
over those beats.

“ ... [Rotersand] displays
a variety of electronic
influences that brings
their sound together.”
On other tracks such as “Exterm inate
Annihilate Destroy” which has a bit more
of a standard elektro/industrial sound and
structure, you can still feel some of that
techno influence. This helps to make some of
those tracks more dance floor friendly, with
a steady, energetic beat pushing the song
forward. Their synth-pop/future-pop side is
not to be overlooked either.
Some tracks like “All in All” start off with
a slow, pretty synth-pop track, but end up a
lot more energetic with a harder beat.
Overall, “Welcome to Goodbye” is a nice
package for fans of elektro/industrial and
EBM. It may even be of interest to fans of
techno, trance and future-pop.
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campus residents, earned a major victory ills week, the battle
%ing wagedover Russ Hall |mdHie Village apartments. After the
the bigger the Stink, the bigger the
administration eased in a $15 per day fee for the privilege of stay»» •
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mg in those buddings over winter break into the resident agree,- niento.la^l^,tbeifey^ iaet wife protestania pefefon,as wel - —*---------------------;-----------*--------------.--------- as the mobilization of the Student Government Association, The dents as longas it canwithout resistance. Only whenthey are met
people havespokenandtheirvoice has beenheard;MontclairState by the will ofa few stubborn Individuals do they take action. Not
University bows its head in respect to the cries of its students.
"aday goesbyin vli«& sfadente do ncd cim^lain dbout 5^^
Sure, the fee has only been bumped back to next year; and the the overwhelming majority of them remain idle when ft comes to
school continues to vigorously support the need for the utilities getting"involved, as evidenced by the struggling numbers of SGA
^charge. Nonetheless, this episode highlights the power of the legislators. Students have the opportunities to bring about change
people and'ihe needier students to git
Aiterm,tiBs fob*' on this campus; only a fraction ofthem decide to cash in. ~
hadbeenin place months beforestudents got all upin arms overit,
Numbers also help when ft comes to change, as over 500 signaandyet theywere still ableto overturncampus policyandsee their turn w e collectedandbroughtto the office ofPresident SusanA.
w i E s u c e e e d , .<*
Cole last week in regards to the fees, ifthe school can ignore the
Last year, Severn! sports teams were demoted from varsity cries ofoneortwounhappy denizens, then an army ofprotestorsis
status, essentially meaning that their funding had been slashed, necessary to make a large impact. Remember, a university ofover
However; ifr'the cases of wrestling and men’s lacrosse, they were 13,000students only begins to feel afraidwhen widespread dissent
able to rally back through campus support, outside influence threatens their repuation in the state of NewJersey,
and fimdraising to regain their budget and restore their former
If anything has been proven ip the last week, it is that the pohstanding. Meanwhile, the teams ofwomen’s tennis and men’s and ties of this school are not impassable; rather, they can be flexible
women’s cross country were unable to come'back^their efforts to andnegotiabk. Stodents need to utilize all facets oftheir campus
returninsufficient.
a
' .
life if change is what they’re really after, and need to have faith in
In essence, the bigger theJtink, the bigger the chance for si«- their ability to act as a vital, active force in the MStf community,
cess on tius campus. Promclass registration, to phantomfees, to Last week, progress was made in field of student prominence; this
academic grades, to accountholds, MSNwill push around its stu- should only signal the beginning.
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Secular Science Not Welcome In Class
Intelligent Design Theory Blurs Line Between Religious Beliefs and Educational Impartiality
I’m frustrated and offended by the recent
push to have the concept known as “intel
ligent design” taught in science classes as
alternative to the
modern theory of
evolution. This is an
insidious and thinly
masked attem pt to
shove religious indoc
trination back into the
public school curricu
lum. This is also part
DAN
of a wider effort by this
MOSESON
nation’s fundam ental
COLUMNIST
ist C hristians to force
their beliefs onto the rest of us through our
laws and institutions!
Not only is it un-American and unconsti
tutional, it’s ju st plain wrong, especially since
the proposed alternative theory has no basis
whatsoever in real empirical science. The
endorsement of the President of a modem
developed nation reveals this movement as

“Scientific study has shown me that life is not just
magic; it makes perfect, elegant mathematical sense
and is all the more wondrous for it.”
shameless political pandering.
Wikipedia.com defines intelligent design
as “the controversial assertion th at certain
features of the universe arid of living things
exhibit the characteristics of a product result
ing from an intelligent cause or agent, not an
undirected process such as natural selec
tion.”
I have no problem with the idea.that there
is an intelligent plan behind the creation of
the universe; on the contrary, I believe very
strongly th at this is so.
W hat bothers me is the claim th at evolu
tion through natural selection which is over

whelmingly supported by scientific evidence is
random. Why would such a process not be the
work of a logical creator?
Evolution is the intelligent design. Studying
biology in high school has given a greater appre
ciation for God. Scientific study has shown me
th at life is not ju st magic; it makes perfect,
elegant mathematical sense and is all the more
wondrous for it.
Life reaching its present state and continu
ously editing and improving itself through the
grand and brilliant system of evolution seems
more like the work of the artist who strung
together its fabulously beautiful blueprint - the

DNA molecule - than a sequence of events
in which life simply came into existence
spontaneously over seven 24-hour E arth
days.'
In nature, everything from the build
ing blocks of life to the cosmos themselves
are part (ft the same fluid, logical cycle,
governed by the same set ofTules.
The work of a vejy intelligent designer
(who has blessed us with the capacity to
discover the true wonder of His creation)
is plain to see, but I can never prove th at
statem ent scientifically; therefore, it has
no place in a science class.
All science can do is attem pt to explain
the workings of the world - it can never
prove (or disprove) who started it. Reduc
ing life to its basic components has given
me all the concrete proof I need, but that
is my personal belief and nothing more.
Dan M oseson, undeclared, is in h is first year
a s a colum nist for The Montdarion.
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SGA Fees In Need
Of Student Input

a
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Students Must Discuss Where Money Should Go

’ •

i
Every semester students look at their bill
from Montclair State University to find a
new or increased fee. I hear people complain
ing about these fees all
of the time: “why should
I have to pay a trans
portation fee? I never
use the shuttles* Or,
“why should I pay an
IT fee, I néver use com
puter labs on campus!”
The fee th at students
MICHAEL C.
should pay more atten
MCPHEE
tion to, however, is their
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
_______________ Student Government '
Association fee.
This is perhaps the area where students
have the most control over how their money
is spent. Students can join the legislature
and decide exactly where the money goes, or
they can sit by and watch their fees be spent
without their input.
Our Student Government is very unique
because of their independent status. It is a
corporation financed by fee-paying under
graduates. As of this fall, the current rates
for SGA fees are $3.24 per credit, not to
exceed $38.88 per semester. That means if
you are taking the minimum of 12 credits to
be a full-time student you are contributing
$77.76 per year to the SGA.
What benefits are you getting from the
money you spent? First and foremost, you get
a free copy of The Montclarion every week.
Beyond that, the SGA offers various ser
vices: free faxes, notary public, stamps and
discount movie tickets, free condoms - which
is now a source of conflict in the student leg
islature - and they have the cheapest photo
copier on campus, costing only five cents per
copy!
How many students on campus really
know where their money is going? Unless
you are one of the 40 or so members of the
Student Government and you are at the
. meetings and vote on the appropriations (this
still doesn’t mean they really know what is
going on), then chances are you won’t have

any idea where your students fees are going.
The Student Government is only able to
exist through the forced tax th at the student
body must pay. The Board of Trustees autho
rizes the University to facilitate and transfer
funds to the Student Government ma k in g
the university ultim ately responsible for the
proper use of the students’ fees.
In the Sept. 29 issue of The Montclarion,
the paper’s membership expressed dis
appointment in the decision of the SGA
Executive Board to withhold the salary of its
new Office Manager, Michael-Todd Hall. If
Hall is not being paid an exorbitant amount
of money than there is no issue. However,
there is really no way for a student to know
if the money being paid to Hall is within
reason.
I have been asking for Hall’s salary; I
have requested a copy of the last audit that
the SGA had completed and have asked to
be placed on the distribution list for the next
audit. I am looking into how much of our fees
have been spent on the SGA’s legal counsel
and for what purpose it was spent. I am ask
ing these questions in an effort to keep our
elected officials accountable to their fee-pay
ing constituency: the student body.
W hat can you do to help make sure that
your money is being spent properly? Go to the
SGA office and ask questions! Ask to see a
copy of the SGA’s budget, or any of the Class
One organization’s budgets.
Attend the appropriations meeting every
Wed. at 1:00 p.m. in the Student Center
Annex room 106. If you are present for five
consecutive meetings you can vote on bills!
Attend the general SGA Legislative meeting
every Wed. at 3:00 p.m. on the 4th floor of the
Student Center.
We, at The Montclarion, would love to
hear about your experience. If you go to
ask a question and receive everything you
wanted or if they were evasive and unhelpful,
we want to know!
M ichael C. M cPhee, a political scien ce major,
is in h is secon d yea r a s Editor-In-Chief o f
The Montclarion.
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School Sp irit In R em ission
MSU Enthusiasm and Loyalty Pale In Comparison To Other Universities
“RÚ, rara, RU, rara, rrrr Rutgers!” How
many of you have heard th át slogan before?
If you haven’t, th at’s what you’ll hear if you
evér go to a RutgersNew Brunswick foot
ball game, even if their
team isn’t th at great.
Why am I mentioning
this? I say this to you
to make a point: unlike
Rutgers University, it
seems th at most stu
YURI
dents at Montclair State
JADOTTE
COLUMNIST
University have little, or
no, school spirit.
I went to the men’s soccer game on October
5, when MSU played against John Hopkins
at Sprague Field. Guess -what? Although
there were more MSU students in atten
dance, you could hear more cheers for the
John Hopkins’ team! How embarrassing is
that? On our own turf, John Hopkins is able
to drown the cheers for the MSU team!
With the Homecoming football game
against Kean last Saturday, you could hear
more cheers for Kean than for MSU during
the first half of the game. But nobody cares
about athletics, right? Nobody has time to
waste cheering for athletes, right? Surely
th at’s not why you came to college. But guess
what: to all my commuters out there, there’s
more to college than driving to campus for a
few hours, taking one or two classes and then
driving back home.
To all my residents out there, there’s more
to college than hanging out in your room with
your friends, ignoring your RAs desperate
attem pts to get you to attend floor programs,
and then going home every weekend while
bashing MSU for being boring on the week
ends. Nobody came to college thinking it was
going to be this way. We all came to college
expecting to have fun, expecting to fall in
love with our school and becoming its avid
defenders, both as students and as alumni.

“Defend MSU now as
students... as MSU
becomes renowned, so
will people begin to truly
believe in your ability to
succeed in the real world.”
Sometimes things don’t go as planned.
Clearly, the lack of parking, housing,
the never-ending construction, the hidden
fine print th at stir us to action and all the
other not-so-pretty things about MSU must
be partially to blame for our lack of school
spirit and love for MSU. But they are not
completely to blame. MSU students need to
learn to take charge of their college’s life.
Notice th at I said, “their college’s life,”
and not “their college fife.” I’m not saying
th at MSU students can’t handle college. On
the contrary, throughout my three years at
MSU, I have met some extraordinary people
who have amazed me beyond belief with
their accomplishments. W hat I’m saying is
th at students need to take charge of MSU
itself.
Instead of complaining th at parking is
horrible, do something about it. Instead of
bashing the Student Government Association
for every problem th at was not dealt with
properly, take time to vote at the next SGA
elections. The power of students was clearly
demonstrated not too long ago with the holi
day fee situation in the The Village apart
ments and Russ Hall.
Go to Red Hawk Nites or a H aitian
Student Association weekend party. Try
going to a soccer game once in a while! And
rather than sitting down at an MSU football

game, try cheering the Red Hawks on.
I, along with a few other students, decided
to pump up the crowd at the homecoming
football game. We came up with a Red Hawk
fight song, and people actually followed along.
You won’t believe how contagious school
spirit is! College is what you make of it. Make
the best of it, mold it to fit your needs and
desires, and you will build great memories.
Defend MSU now as students, and when
you graduate as alumni, watch the value of
your degree increase in the eyes of employ
ers. As MSU becomes renowned, so will
people begin to truly believe in your ability to
succeed in the real world. The time is now.
As President and founder of the Red
Hawk Leadership Honor Society, I, along
with many other student leaders, have taken
th at step forward for a true change at MSU.
It’s a new era at MSU: the University is
growing, school spirit is on the rise and MSU
is becoming more respected. Get involved.
Take charge. It’s about time!
Yuri Jadotte, a biology major, is in h is first year
a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.

to be sure they understood the agree
ment and to be clear about the changes.
At this time it is obviously clear th at some
students either did not absorb or understand
this change, or failed to read the license as
recommended. In support of the reqúest
made by the SGA Executive Board we will
suspend the plan to implement this qhírge
in ‘05-‘06, but hereby provide notice th at stu
dents should prepare for its implementation
in ‘06-*07. _ '
..-V
• In addition, we will continue review of this
and all costs to ensure th at they are pot only
fair and equitable,but also th at we are able to
m eetourrequired costs. This is a particular
&a we anticipate significant
utility
¡ing effects of Hurricanes K atrina ancTRita.
We are pleased th at the SGA Executive
Board met their responsibility by bringing
this m atter to the adm inistration. It is
th iiagh this type of open dialogue th at we
vriH he able to address issues of concern to
tie student body and look forward to further
in the future.
Dr. Karen L. Pennington
Vice President
Student Development and Campus Life

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
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Do you fin d It
m ain tain a Job
fu ll-tim e studen
w h y no
JOHN
FLETCHER
Year: Junior
M ajor: Recreation
and Tourism

“Yes, because
sometimes you can’t
work because you have papers and tests.
I Then your bosses get angry and cut your
hours. It’s a deadly cycle.”

HOLLY GRIMES
Yean Freshman
M ajon Psychology

“Yes, it’s hard
enough being a
student'with all of
the homework and
A job would
m akeine morel

LIZCARRANO

Ln

Yean Sophomore

S ta tis tic
o f th e
W eek

s.because school
takes up a tot of time. I would want
tó focus only on my
school work and not have to worryabout
JILL G O R S K Y
'T$EsásTv.'1$^í|)lsom^^re

M ajor:
lyiain e m ax ics

“Yes, because of the
difficulty level of
my classes. I feel it
would take rime away from my school-

0

Montclarion Mailbag
Dear Students,.
At the request of the Student Government
Association Executive Board, we have
reviewed the concern th at a num b#sof stu
dents expressed regarding thfe decision to
institute a nominal fee for ¡^lih g ^^V th e
residence halls over break periods.
The decision to im plenA t the charge was
an effort to help cov i the cost.- incurred dur
ing those times by charging only the users,
not spread ng the coal unilaterally to all stu
dents. This is a foe charged a t many institu
tions. For example, the New Jersey Institute
of Technology charge' l | i per week per
room while Rutgers UnivorsiLv mrmporates
the charge through room rates assessed to allj
students w]u Liu ro r not they stay ovor breaks
Contrary to papular statem ents .i- report
ed in The Mimlclurum, this was not .t charge
suddenly imposed, nor was it imposed after
studenfs sip iea up for lieu-due' la-i spring.
In fact, this item is located in the Residence
Hall license on page 4, Secciw^H
which j
all students were asked to read before sign
ing the housing
In addition, at the tim e of the
room sign-ups, 12 information sessions
were held to inform students of changes
to the license. Students were advised

Question of
Th e W eek

MIKE FINN
Yean Sophomore

The number

“No. I think if you
straight it is fairly
easy to balance school and work.”

of games left

JENN STUZ
Year: Senior
M ajon
Com munications

that the

“I do have a job and
it is h ard to m ain
tain w ith school.
But people have to booze!” ■

New York
Yankees
will play in
' 2005

LETICIA SPICER
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Year: Freshman
M ajon

Undeclared

“I would not find
I it difficult. I only
have five classes
so lh a v e a lot of free time on my hands.
M aintaining a job would keep me busy
while helping to fund my education.”

• All letters most be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will n e l be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they Include the author's
name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. * Submission deadline:
Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair
State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.

Q uestion o f th e Week opinions are view s
exp ressed by the stu d en ts o f M ontclair State
V nivekity. and ate not n ecessa rily the views
o f The Montclarion.
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Child Care Wanted

Seeking part-time afternoon baby
sitter for fantastic 3-year-old in
my Kinnelon home (10 - 15 hours).
Outstanding references, toddler
experience, fun attitude, responsible
nature required. (973) 985-4741 for
more info.

Montclair family seeks childcare for
affectionate, bright 7-year-old girl
from 3:30 - 6:30 p.m. Mon - Thurs.
Must have car. Education specialist
preferred. Call Lynn at (973) 6551631.

Babysitter needed 1 - 2 days a
week (Mon, TUes, or Thurs) 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m., to care for l-yr.-otd in
our home. Refrences required. Call
Brenda. (973) 233-0638.

After school child care needed. 3:15
- 6:15 M - F. 2 really nice children
ages 8 and 10. Montdair area. Help
with homework and light cooking.
Must have own car. (973) 228-9649.

•

October 13, 2005

Babysitter wanted for two Satur
day evenings per month (6 P.M. - ?).
Experience and references necessary.
$10 per hour. Please call (973) 7442656.

For Ren
Kidsitter wanted M - F 2:45 P.M.
- 6:15 P.M. Glen Ridge: girl - 13, boy
-1 1 . Pick up from school, supervise
homework, play sports, drive. $12/
hour. Call (973) 220-0256.

Sitter for 12 y/o boy, 9 y/o girl in our
Montclair home 2 - 3 days afterschool, occasional evenings, school
holidays. Must have car, excellent
driving record, refrences. Call (973)
783-3608.

MBäs

Nice room for female student to
share. Easy walk to campus, fur
nished, utilities included. $400 per
month. Cable and Internet avail
able. Call for more info, or to see
(973) 778-1504.

Help Wanted
Homework tutor for 6th grade boy
with ADHD. Montclair. M - Th af
ternoons. Some weekend hours, if
possible. Edu. major preferred (spe
cial ed major would be ideal). (973)
509-9458.

Momma's Helpers is a growing com
pany providing personal assistance
to new and expecting mothers. We
are currently seeking reliable and
trustworthy individuals to join
our team. Salary $10.75 - $12.75.
Experiences needed, along with
the ability to pass drug and back
ground checks. For more informa
tion call (866) 21-MOMMA or email
Jadecompanies@yahoo.com.

* ★ ★ ★ Hr

Free People - Now hiring full and
part-time sales. We have stores in
Short Hills and Paramus. Please ap
ply in person or call (201) 587-9070
for Paramus and (973) 912-4470 for
Short Hills. Visit www.freepeople.
com to learn more.

Models. Women, 18 and older, for
Thursday evening art class. Tasteful
nudity. No experience necessary.
Pay. (973)460-1037.

Local entertainment company look
ing for energetic, motivated individ
uals to make use of their customer
first attitudes and earn unbelievable
money + tips, as a children's per
former. No experience necessary,
we will train you well. Must be
available weekends, have a car and
Internet access. For more informa
tion call Tommy @ (973) 890-4167.
*
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Health club Upper Montclair. Front
desk/floor help. Nights and week
ends. Fax resume with times and
days available. (973) 233-0840.
Attn:Tom.
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PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED «Ss

For rating reasons, go to www.filmratings.com

f o r M ad S c ie n tists.

*

* * * ★ * * * ★ *
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* Mad Science o f N orth Central New Jersey ★
* is currently looking for students to-work J
St 1-4 hours a week teaching science classes ★
* i o kids. Excellent pay-including training!! J

THE BEST PLACE TO FIND YOURSELF.
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*Love W orking with children/
* Have fo il-tim e access to a car/
*H ave an outgoing personality/
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it If you answered yes to these Questions,
give us a call at (9 7 3 ) 244-1880
it
and set up an interview.
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D ivisio n

Five or more
sunburns

4 60 B lo o m fie K H L ^ ^
973-509-0083

double your risk

www.divisioneast.com

pf developing

NOW BIGGER
AND BETTER
IN MONTCLAIR!

*SKATEBOARDS
SNOWBOARDS
LIMITED EDITION
SN EA KERS
FINEST SELECTION
OF APPAREL FOR MEN,
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN!
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P ro te c t your skin.
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Quotas team accomplishment and successful
coutracts me raw a tap pi iom.v For author
it> iipiroH Hefbre mid-week, key officials may
attempt to swjfy the |>pinions oi corporate
M G e m in i M
(Msgr21<-Jan é2 0 )
Friends may this week disagree concerning
invitations -otial ¡.rtivitn- oi gioup pi ioni ioMnnil iv truoii >h IVednc-unv expect planned
event» to bo gnicklv i^cln-dtiled I’nv special
at ton liar to privai •■romani ic ovt-i t u re.- uria re
l'lrtaliouh wirr.eoni tinse may Teel resiles« or
emutionallv exposed

Ocrober 13.2005

PA U L

B Y B IL L Y O 'K E E F E
BUT

IS N 'T IT WEIRD THAT MEL
H A S S E E N O N EA RTH T O R
A MONTH A W N O B O W S
SAIt> A N Y T H IN G ?

w w w .m r b il l y . c o m

H E 'S G O T T H R EE E Y E S /

I G U E S S HE DOESN'T
L O O K LIK E Y O U R
S T E R E O T Y P IC A L AUEN.

*€ C a n c e r Hi
Before mid-week, pews from potential employ
ers or business pari tiers may arrive without
warning Raic financial opportunities will thi»
week trigger bold discussions in the homo.
Family diplomacy and social taming may p tf#
vital to Mice«,», ensure ¡nved ones are com
pletely informed bi-iore accepting conimveimal

The Family Monster by Josh Shalek

SÉ L i b r a M
- <SkptS&tber vs! - October 22}
Minor romantic or social comment4 may this
week trigger unnecessary resentments. Choose
words carefully ami clearly explain all private
intentions: at present. loved ones may raw feel
Lstvi
this week, family gatherings will help build
confidence,
*WBMB xHeifiV c & M i- <£
S c o rp io
(October 23 - November 21)
Messages from old friends or yesterday's social
exportations will hi.- meek demand -i quick
rerpon-e. Someone ill)-»- <»,0 now need to
clarify their posi words ideal- 01 intentlouAlthough powerful emotions .ire iinnhcd pregri“»- will he utonriv and reliable Kemair open
and ex pen posi’ne n-mli- u\ «-nily ruxt week
© S a g itta r iu s m
November 22 Ui comber 20*
rnexperti-d dent or missed patinen!- now
require careful planning Although ri-ourc«iiMv he low expect i eli,ibi- enn- in the coimne
week- 1 irianc:nl oppmt innj and n».w a-s-ets
may soon be an munii ng rheme h av fmu-ed
on d.ulv r—pori-.mliiies and ask ini e\<ia t.rne
\our need» are val.d
*• C a p r i c o r n
'December 21 Jitnnorv IDi
Hrn iv d vi-ion- ni minor romantic ¡li-am-eoients wnl Ibi- week piovale unique insight»
intiith, privati tear» of Lived one» 1,overs md
i lo»e lelalive« may post Dura, impoitnut -otial
plans or cancel group events.
8h A q u a r i u s ^
,January 20 February 17
Itoirai.’ir tinnii.’ and -anal privacy are now
vital to the »ucce-- ot new relationships .Some
Vjuar.mi- will »oori he a-ked to ch.inge men
dailv »ihwiule.s or qclupi »penal uhli.'iumris
P is c e s
Over the next few day- co-workers may pur
posely reveal mistaken faci» or pinata ir.foimation about a colleague Areas of concern aicfinar.cial permi44ions. legal requirement» nr
past job history.
4 A rie s
(March 2u Aprii 1‘J
Mi waken fac - and ( aucel.eii mviUtuips ar
emotionally draining tin» wi-i k. ,ifier hu-sdav
expect tm-i Inends and Inveì - to openly inti
cui group plan.- or predictable relationships.

violence.

is not

f* L e o m
(July 22 - Almost 21 j
Property managers 01 bank officials may this
week ask for detailed financial documents
Proof oi legal commitments and verified signa
tures may also he required. After Wednesday,
dedicate extra time to family discussions loved
ones m.x> ’iced long term approval for roM.rnxcrual tiu-un-■
M V irg o m
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I’ll qualify
w on’t
I won’t
i l l .

I’ll qualify
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I’ll qualify
I w on’t
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I’ll qualify
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I won’t

W r
I won’t

I’ll qualify

Don’t guess whether you lualify for the EITC. Know.
There’s a lot to know about qualifying for the Earned Rome Tax
Credit (EITC). You need to work and earn less than $3flp ,: If you

1.800.TAX. 1040

have children, they must meet three qualifying tests. And that’s just
to name a few. But the most important thing to know is ydu can get
help figuring it all out. Visit us on the web, call 1-8OO-TAX-104Oor ask
your tax preparer. When it comes to getting help claiming everything
you honestly deserve, consider it done.

3

Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov/eitc

j
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Floyd fails his sobriety test.

“Hey! That's not your toupee!
That’s ... another female’s hairball!”

S u d o k u #1

4 3 8
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3
o

4 9 2 1
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HI! in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by*3 block contain aS of the digits 1 thru 9.
Hi you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

Did we get a menu?"

C ro ssw o rd
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213
14
"
16
17
20
22 23 1
■
"
i 29
25 26
28
30
3132■ 33 . 34
35
36
38
3940
414243
44
454647
48
4950
51
B
.52.
53
54I 55
56 B 57 ■ 585960 | 61
62 63 64 65
66
67 ! 68
69
70
71
1 72

ACROSS
1 “__ Pinafore”
4 Respiratory
ailment
10 Clump
14 Devour
15 Montreal’s
province
16 Offed
17 Pub choice
18 Highest
19 Ms. Lollobrigida
20 Uncooked
21 Horned viper
22 Slick liquid
24 Tarzan’s son
25 Rip off
27 Where Pago
Pago is
29 Exist
30 Beat soundly
33 Circular
instrument
34 Cake of soap
35 Early TV
superstar
37 Deep singer
38 Day of
© 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
Atonement
Ail rights reserved.
41 Apple PCs
44 Received by
legacy
4 Marine leader?
S o lu tio n s
48 Pers. pension
5 Dines
49 Butter servings
s 3 a
3 X s 3
6 Here-today
51 Kind of goat
employees
H d 3
N o » 0
52
__________ Palmas
7 SHO rival
3 n d
A 1 1 V
53 Full of furrows
8 One with a
d s 3
X V o
55 Dog-paddled
robust body
Irti V M s
A X
56 Urban railways
9 Deed
V d 0 0 N V
s
57 Crude mineral
10 NYC arena
58 Cereal grain
11 “Arabian Nights” a 3 X ! d 3 H N
61 Psychic power
d n d d 1
guy
62 Vast continent
12 Ladies of Leon . s S V S
d V
64 Verbally
13 Side-to-side
u V S
0 N O 0
66 Regret bitterly
rockers
3 d V
V 0 IN V
67 Equipment
23 Trail behind
1 o
68 Calculate
26 Department store A o s
69 Do wrong
V N I 0
X s o
chain
70 Bridge seat
28 Not for
M 3 1 s
0 3 s
71 “_ F id e le s ”
3 1 __ Paulo
s S V IN
V IN H
72 _ _ Moines, IA
32, Tailor’s line
36 Skipped, as a
DOWN
43 Tropical
fishing lure
1 William Randolph 37 Navy jails
evergreens
and Patty
45 Stood very tall
39 Garden veggie
2 Old Testament
46 Correction spot
40 Samovar
finale
41 Travel allowance 47 Flue controls
3 Property
49 Con’s counterpart
42 Caspian’s
manager
50 _ borealis
neighbor

10/13/05

a
3
d
3
X
X
1
>1
s
s
d
IN
3
X

V
X S V 3
d
V 3 3
I S V
0
d o
S 1 3
n d
S V 1
V d
V hi I
0
3 V
H s

in

S
d
n
s

V
n
D
V

ÜA
o s.
IM V d

[¥^L .v
iï v 3
[ s ’ IN H

54 Egg hearts
59 Oodles and
oodles
60 Daly of “Cagney
& Lacey”
63 Gallery works
65 Top gun
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The Editors' Picks First Round TKOs
JO SE

M IK E

Managing Editor

Mike Johnson
S p o rts Editor

Sports Editor

A tla n ta o v er New O rleans

A tla n ta o v er New O rleans

C aro lin a o v er D etro it

\ C a ro lin a o v er D etro it

B a ltim liifc ^ e r CLevel^n^

C in cin n ati o v er T en n essee

P itts b ^ to M ^ * cTacls^^fi^Mle9
T a m p ^ |B ^ ^ § r ^ te m i

Ä tts ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ S D n v ille

M in n eso ta o v e r C hicago

pT ajp^a^B ^ o v ^ |^ L i^ |i

NY G ia h ts o v e r D allas

M in n eso ta o v e r Chicago

W a sh ip lto n ^ o v ^ K an sas d |§ f

NY G ian ts o v e r DalÜÄ

New England over Denver

K ansas City over W asipjigton

NY J e ts o v er BuflGalo

B uffalo pver^

S an Diego o v e r O alG ^id

S an

S e a ttle ewfakHouaton.

S eattlg o v er H ouston

,
The Houston Astros and A tlanta Braves

Monday Night
In d ian ap o lis o v er St. L ouis

|B iid ay Night
| In d ian ap o lis o v er St. L ouis

Upset Pick
T en n essee o v er C in cin n ati

Upset Pick
D en v er o v er New E n g lan d

O v e r a ll R e c o rd

O v e r a ll R e c o rd

U p se t P ic k

6-8

1-0

For the past week, baseball has been at
its best. We have seen upsets, epic battles,
old faces in fam iliar situations and teams
getting a taste of victory for the first time.
In Boston, the Chicago W hite-Sox cel
ebrated a three-game sweep of the World
Series favorite Red Sox, The White Sox, a
franchise th at has not won a post-season
senes since 1917, when they won the World
Series, finished the season with the best
record in the American League, but were
considered an underdog.
In Los Angeles, the Angels eliminated
the Yankees in a dramatic game five and
sent them home without a chance for their
27th World Series championship. The Angels
were the 2002 World Series champions; win
ning is nothing new to their club, but then
again, it’s not a new concept to New York
either.
S t Louis sent the Padres home without
even a challenge. The Cardinals, who have
had the best record in baseball for the past
two seasons, look to make it to the World

8-6

U p s e t P ic k
The second round has started and it looks

1-0

.

Where’s The Love?
Attendance at MSU Home Games Not What it Gould Be
Jose Ortiz
Managing Editor

There are hundreds of athletic events
held all year round on campus, but with the
exception of Homecoming, the sports fail to
draw any significant crowds on a consistent
basis.
While the 300 plus MSU athletes are out
on the field, the court or in the pool, working
their hearts out, the opposing team s’ fans
can often be heard louder.
“It seems th at most of our fan base are
parents friends and other athletes,” said
MSU Athletic Director Holly Gera.
In total 5,490 people have attended MSU
home games this season. However, Red
Hawk, opponents have drawn 8,461 on the
road. This disparity is partly due to sched
uling, but mostly due to MSU students who
have no time or interest for Red Hawk
sports.
“I don’t go to any games because I work
full time and I go to school full time,” said
senior MSU student Zita Nahay.
“I have time for games during the week,
and I never know when they are. Maybe it’s
not advertised enough, I never see flyers for
anything but football.”
. Of all the games this season, the men’s
soccer game against William Paterson and
the Homecoming games were the only ones
to draw any significant attendance. Even
when the fans are out at the games, Red
Hawk fans are mostly docile. Some students
have mentioned th at a possible reason for
low attendance is a lack of concern about
Division III sports.
“If we played against Division I schools, I
think more people would be willing to come

to games,” said senior Mike Saavedra. “Or
maybe if we had one of those big football
stadiums.”
There is no proof th at high attendance
translates into high wins, but it certainly
never hurts anything. To have your home
fans drowned out by the visiting team crowd
is embarrassing. Why wouldn’t th at effect
the way a team plays?
“I think th at all of our coaches and stu
dent athletes would prefer to play in front of a
large, cheering home crowd,” Gera said. “But
the student athletes and coaches work ju st as
hard and play just as hard no m atter what
the size of the crowd is.”
The Red Hawk team s have had some
recent success, including Conference
Championships from football and women’s
soccer. But overall, MSU doesn’t see a lot of
success on a national or even regional level.
If a team were to suddenly get hot and com
pete for a National Championship, or even
get past the second round of the playoffs.
Winning brings fans, but fans don’t nec
essarily bring money for the school. The
students don’t have to pay to get in, so games
at MSU are more, of a school experience •
and a promotion of school spirit. However,
games at a “big time” school are more of a
spectator’s event, Gera said.
MSU is not a school that emphasizes
sports, thus, their students are not going
to care about the Red Hawks. Because the
opponents are also D ili teams, competition
is usually equal, making for exciting games.
Although the athletes may not be des
tined for any Hall of Fame, they play hard,
and sometimes they even play bigger than
themselves. All they may need is a little
more support from their fellow student body.

like it promises a lot of different exciting pos
sibilities.
This new playoff tree is a combination of
the new and the old. Last year’s NLCS was
between the St. Louis Cardinals and the
Houston Astros, ju st like this year. Although
the Red Sox and Yankees will not be bat
tling out this year for the American League
pennnant, most people already th in k th is
may be a bettter series than some think.
It may not have the memorable moments,
like Aaron Boone’s walk-off homerun in
extra-innings or Steve Bartm an’s over-anx
ious reaction to the foul ball, but it does have
the longest post-season game in history and
we haven’t even seen the last of the second
round.
Combined, the four remaining team s have
11 World Championships between them,
which is not even half of what the Yankees
have. The Cardinals show the most potential
to win this year and they have the second
most championsips in baseball w ith nine.
The Astros are still waiting for their first
and may have to wait another year. The
White Sox haven’t won since 1917 and the
Angels won their only one in 2002. Some
may even argue th at these remaing team s
have only half the talent of the Yankees or
Red Sox. One thing is for sure, these team s
are very hungry for the championship and
will stop at nothing to win.
So now each team needs only eight wins.
It sounds easy, but think about the team s that
have been knocked out already. Combined,
those four team s won only three games.
Next time someone tells you the Red Sox
or Yankees are going to win the World Series
because they spend a lot, let them know how
hard it is to win three games, nevermind
eight. Afterall, the Mets spend a lot and they
didn’t get to play one postseason game.
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Pictured on left, Alex Rodriguez will undeigo a lot of scrutiny for his poor play during the
American League Divisional Series in which he batted under .150. Many Yankee fans put
their trust in Rodriguez, the highest paid player fn baseball, and felt cheated when the
Yankees were sent home after the first round. David Ortiz, pictured on right, is arguably
one of the best clutch hitters in the game, but failed to make any memorable moments
in this year’s American League Divisional Series in which his team, the Boston Red Sox,
were swept by the Chicago White Sox. These players will have a lot of explaining to do
this off-season and some of their teammates may find themselves in different uniiforms.
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Men’s Soccer Fall in the Standings
Jose Ortiz

Red Hawk loss, and a drop to seventh place
in the standings for MSU.
“We were prepped and ready to play, we
The Red Hawks took the field last night ju st broke down in the first half a few times,”
on a wet Sprague Field holding on to the final said MSU assistant coach Rob Chesney. “We
Conference tournam ent spot. A loss meant looked like we were in a flow early in the
they would be on game, but our final execution was the bottom
jjS B S jjjjl^H H B the outside looking line. We didn’t show enough urgency to score
STOCKTON
4
in with three confer goals. We weren’t good enough tonight.”
ence games remain
The Red Hawks managed only one goal
ing, a victory would up until the final 19 seconds of the game
have pushed them as high as third place.
when Red Hawk senior, Mike Hogan, broke
The Ospreys however, scored two goals through after the game was long lost. The
early and took advantage of MSU’s inability Red Hawks had their opportunities, failing
to execute offensively. The result was a 4-2 to score even once on nine corner kicks.
MSU was ju st unable to
get through the Osprey defense
and the wet field.
Headers and free balls
were overwhelmingly won by
Stockton, MSU kicks were
either too hard or too soft.
Furtherm ore, the midfield
ers were unable to connect on
more than three consecutive
passes without turning the
ball over. The Red Hawks outshot the Ospreys 15-9, but only
forced the Stockton goalie, Tim
McKenna, to make three saves
all game long.
W ith the exception of the
goal by Ilyas Tasci in the first
half to make the game 2-1,
MSU showed no signs of any
comeback all contest long. The
game went into halftim e with
the Ospreys up 3-1, and MSU
needing to play a much more
crisp game. It seemed the rain
neutralized the Red Hawk
explosiveness and speed to the
ball.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
“They ju st capitalized
T he Red H aw ks d rop p ed an im p o rta n t gam e and m issed o u t on an
o p o rtu n ity to g a in in th e sta n d in g s.
on all of th eir opportunities,”
Managing Editor

Chesney said.
“We also made
a couple of
key defensive
errors, and
th at’s all they
needed to win
the game.”
The final
blow
came
in the 68th
m inute on a
penalty shot
past the left of
MSU goalie,
Chris Owen.
The goal made
the score 4-1
and solidified
the victory for
the Ospreys
who remained
in playoff con
tention with
the win.
W ith the
exception of
the four goals
scored
by
MSU against
M itchell on
Homecoming
Saturday, the
Dominique W ilson I The M ontclarion
Red Hawks The Red Hawks fought hard all game but still couldn’t keep up with
have
had Stockton’s high-powered offense.
an
anemic
offense barely
scoring two "goals in their last four games. one."
The Red Hawks, now 2-3-1 in conference
MSU is tied with Rowan for the final
play, have three more NJAC games remain playoff spot right now with seven points.
ing and are not finished yet.
They have only one home game remaining,
“This was a big game for us, and everyone which is against Rutgers-Camden, and MSU
knew th at we needed to come away with will begin to see their season’s destiny after
a win,” said Chesney. “This ju st makes this weekend’s im portant road conference
Saturday’s game against Rowan a huge contest.

Red Hawks Make Easy Work of Drew
Mike Johnson
Sports Editor

Once again, the Red Hawks put another
notch in the win column, improving their
overall record to 9-1. It wasn’t the highpowered offense
i —
n n
that won them this
game; it wasn’t the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ tight defense th at
won it, either.
Although Apicelli had another excellent
game, you may want to think before credit
ing her with the win. It was the overall calm
approach th at the Red Hawks took with
them onto the field th at sealed the victory.

“Once we get knocked
down, we don’t stay down,
we get right back up.”
Dom inique W ilson and Anthony Ingersoll I The M ontclarion

Robyn A picelli
Red Hawks Field Hockey Goalie

Not once did a teammate criticize another,
nor did they try to appease one another with
flashy passing or numerous shots on goal.
The approach th at MSU took onto the field
with them was simple; take quality shots and
score. That is ju st what they did.
In the beginning of the game, the Red
Hawks controlled the ball, the pace of the
game and didn’t attack much, but wore down
the opposing defense considerably.
A fter 24 m inutes and 59 seconds,

The Red Hawk field hockey team showed Tuesday night why they are ranked 12th overall.
The combination of their quick offense and tough defense makes it easy work for goalie,
Apicelli. Pictured above is just a small example of the effort they put intoveach game.

Alexandria Kelly put the first goal of the
game onto the scoreboard, assisted by Brisa
Casas. MSU’s defense looked as though the
one goal would be all they needed, but the
offense wouldn’t stop there.
With only 32 seconds left in the first half,
forward Karli Troisi scored her only goal of
the game assisted by Alex Kellyww and pro
vided an insurance goal which put the Red
Hawks up two to nothing.
It only took the Red Hawks seven minutes
and thirty seven seconds into the second

half to show Drew th at their offense was too
much for them when K risten Swartz, assist
ed by Alex Kelly, scored her first goal of the
game and put MSU up to an insurmountable
lead.
MSU controlled the ball in Drew’s offen
sive zone all night. They dictated the pace
of the game and any time Drew regained
possession of the ball and started to attack,
it was quickly broken up by MSU’s stingy
defense.
The final goal was scored by Jennifer

Tanis who was assisted by Alex Kelly only
one minute and fifty nine seconds later. The
disappointment seemed to take over the
opponent’s team almost immediately after
they realized they were too far behind to
catch up.
Drew had been outshot twenty-two to
three over the course of the game and was
too overmatched to stage a comeback.
When time ran out, the Red Hawks cele
brated with dignity on the sideline and knew
they had taken a well-needed victory from a
team who had beat them last season.
“We had a tough game against them last
year. We didn’t come here today expecting
to win, but of course we were hoping to win,”
said K risten Swartz. “We didn’t practice any
harder, but we didn’t practice any less.”
Of course when people see a shutout, they
automatically look to and congratulate the
goalie, but in this case it was a combination
of both the excellent goalkeeping of Apicelli
and the outstanding defense.
“No one expects to win. We don’t under
estim ate any team,” said Robyn Apicelli who
notched MSU’s ninth win of the season.
“They have a great team and so do we.
We had a tough loss this season, but once we
get knocked down, we don’t stay down, we get
right back up.”
Behind the scenes, this win m eant a lot
more than ju st improving their record or
making a statement. This win was number
48 for Red Hawks coach Beth Gottung, which
moved her into a tie with Donna Olson for
most wins in MSU history.
The Red Hawks look to gain more
momentum against Skidmore on Saturday
at Sprague Field.
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S1ARTERS&SOUPS

H Buffalo W ings
Served wto celery and bleu cheese.

n Ihe Best French Fries - 2.75
With cheese-325

Six-4.25 Twelve-6.95 Eighteen-9.75
50 Piece Tray-25.00 100 Piece Tray-45.00

Potato Skins - 5.95

Chicken Fingers
five all white meat dmten fingers
with honey mustard sauce - 625

Jaiopeno Poppers-4.95
Jumbo Battered Onion Rings - 3.25

M ucho Nochos
~ Crispy tortilla chips covered with chili, cheese,
__ diced tomatoes, jalapenos and onions - 5.95

Mozzarella Sticks - 4.50
Hummus W iih Pita Points - 3.75

Chicken Quesadillas

Baba ganoush W ith Pita Points - 4.25

Fire roasted chicken, mozzarella cheese, jaiapefto
2
peppers and sauteed mushrooms - 6.50

Fresh Soups D aily
24 o z - 4.75 16 a z.-3.25

GOURMETSAtADS
Caesar Salad
Crisp romaine lettuce, croutons, tossed
in our special Caesar dressing.
Regular-7.95 Half Portion-5.95

bacdn, cuaimbeçcoinaid onions
¿tap m ixëîseSoiÔÿééiKr^
„ -R e y d a r-9.95 Half Portion.
faffed chicken with grilled pineapple, peanuts,
scaffiaasTcrispy nooses ^ d m e s iä w g p « S

G reek Salad
Crisp romaine lettuce, feta cheese,
pflcalamata olives, cucumbers, tomatoes and
stuffed grape leaves tossed in our greek dressing.
Regular-7.95 Half Portion -5 .»

Mescuiun Solod
Topped with fresh mekm

¡eirbreast
Regular - 9.95
Half Portion-6.95

7T )i^s~ a W eek!

_ M ixed Seasonal
Greens House Salad
Regular-5.95 Half Portion-3.95
ChartfoilodChkkcflBfea5t with any
'-I o ffte Á g iñ íé ^ -2^ e a t t

Phone 973 256-4237 Fax 973 256-4218

We accept all major credit cards?

i

Spinach Salad
fresh tender spinach leaves, crumbled
bleu cheese, sliced egg, tomato, mushrooms,
marinated artichoke hearts and croutons.
Regular-7.95 Half Portion-5.95

i:

Creamy Italian, RaspberryV5na?gretfc|

Charbroiied Salmon with any
o1ttë3BôvéM -3Â TêxSï-“-

MOM'SWRAPS&RANMS

BURGERBUNCH

IVeggie W rap
i zucchini, mushrooms,
ms and peppers-4J5

Chicken Souviaki W rap
Marinated grilled chidcen chunks with eked tomatoes
feta cheese; onions and shredded lettuce-5.95

t Caesar W rap
xnaine lettuce and croutons
amy Caesar dressing-5.95

Roast Beef Panini
Hot roast beef wito melted American cheese;
onion, lettuce and Ii$ t mayo-5.95

d Pork Panini - 5.»

G rille d Chicken BIT Panini
Grifled dmten, aisp bacon, lettuce and tomato - 5.95

Comes with French fries

HOTWGGITYDOGS

p wu^IHUl OfUU« -

f ü a d c - 18.50

«

■

h

B
Cali for ourdaily listings
for Mom’s homecooked

SANDWICH

CHKKEN BREAST
SANDWICHES
Marinatedandgiftedjust right
Addfrenchfriesto anysandwich -2.00

B n * t a ñ a d t a s t o -3 J 5

C a lifo rn ia C la ssic

Ifffaeydub

Grilledchickenbreast withlettuce,
tomatoandavocado- 5.95

W É o ñ p la a q , Ib»

Roast Beef
S n e ik g tffa U iA H y e ffp a iy -U !

dwnlyWhie ChkkenSalad-4®
luna Salad

Charbroiied Texas W ieners
Plain-1.95 With Sauerkraut-2.10
With ChtG-225

KID'SMEALS
Indudes french hies* small drink and a cookie 3.75 each.
G rifled Cheese

Chicken Finge

Hot Dog

4 oz. Burger

SWEETTREATS

BEVERAGES

! l Mom 's Cheesecake -235

Fountain Drinks

G rifle d C hicken d u b

Pound Cake-1.50

Grifedductal breast, lettucetomato
crispbaconanddieese- 5.95

Larg e-U S Medium-155 Smafl-1.25

A pple P ie -150

Coffee o r l e a - 1.00

G rifle d Chicken Baguette

freshmozzarellaandroastedpeppers - 5.95

)pen Faced Chicken Souviaki
edmarinatedchickendumb onpita bread.
Servedwith a side Greeksalad-6.95

Brow nies-150

^

C ookies-150

J

¿

Spring W ater -1.50

»\

Snapple-150

C a rro l C ake-2.95
Fresh Fruit S a la d -195

20 oz. bottle-150

www.themontclarion.org
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Player of The Week

..mBPORTS TR IVIA
QUESTIO

Which cufrent NFL player and future Hall of Famer caught
Brett Favre's first career completion?
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Unscramble ‘Em

3

Decode the World Series-winning coaches of the 90s and 00s

1.

) olu ailnepil

2.

) ejo retor

3.

) kje ae m ko n e

4.

) kim e c o isa sic

m W LPm

a il

!> ';

5.

M e n 's S o c c e r

4-0
4-1
4-2
3-2
3-2
2-2

MSU

2-3

W illiam Paterson
K ean
Rutgers-N ew ark

1-2
0-4
0-5

1

W o m e n 's S o c c e

O verall

NJAC

9-1 TCNJ
9-1
Row an
11-4 K ean
11-3 Richard Stockton
10-3 Rutgers-Cam den
5-5 MSU
8-5
R am apo
7-4 ‘ Rutgers-N ew ark
4-7 W illiam Paterson
4-6
NJCU

T h is W e e k

MSU
K ean
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson

3-0

1-1
1-2
1-2
0-3

T h is W e e k

Honorable Mentions

6-0
5-1
5-1
4-2
3 3

SAL FAMA
Sophomore
Hometown: Milltown, NJ

11-0
12-1
9-4
5-8
9-5
5-7
6-4
4-8
4 - Í0
2-10

2-2
1-2
1-5
0-5
0-6

la m a forced and recovered the
fumble that sealed the overtime
:%ietory M die rain on homecoming.

MATT BEHEN
Sophmore
Hometown: Toms River, NJ
Behen had a goal and an assist
S the Red Hawks 4-0 w in over
Mitchell.

Last W eek's Results
10/8 - MSU 1, Richard Stockton 1
10/12 - MSU 0, Stevens 1

rrm

2-0
1-1

n

O verall

Sat vs. Rowan, 2 p.m.
Tues vs. Moravian 7 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
10/8 - M S IT 4 ,M itch e ll 0
10/12 - MSU 2, Richard Stockton 4

SUN Y C ortland
Row an
W estern Conn

mm

T h is W e e k

Sat @ Rowan, 2:30 p.m.
Wed @ Kings Point, 7:30 p.m.

NJAC

*

Ooffont kicked the game-winning 22-yard
field goal in overtime to boost the Red
a 3-0 victory over Kean.

PUB|Ä0-| UJjp - i9 epsops 9>i!lAI - ÿ ‘uqe>pw >pBp - e telici 9 °r - z 1B||9!U|d no-| - i :SJ0MSUV

Ram apo
TCNJ
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Cam den
NJCU
Row an

jj

Hometown: North Arlington, NJ

) imj yedlanl

NJAC

■j u n i o r

O verall

NJAC

4-1
4-0
3-2

Row an
TCNJ

2-3

R am apo
Richard Stockton
K ean
W illiam Paterson

2-3
2-3
2-3

sm
2-0
4-1

MSU

1-1
1-1

O verall

9-2

11-2
9-1

Kelly had one goal and tw o
hpi^sts in MSU*s 4-1 victory over
Drew University on Tuesday

3-7

1-2

6-6

1-3

9-5
5-6

0-2

ALEXAN DRIA KELLY
Senior
Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ

ROBYN APICELLI
Senior
^ pm O iaw n: Oceanport, NJ

T h is W e e k

Sat @ William Paterson 1 p.m.

Sat vs. Skidmore 2 p.m.
Mon vs. Ramapo 7:30 p.m.
Wed @ New Paltz 7 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
10/8 - MSU 3, K ean 0

Last W eek's Results
10/11 - MSU 4, D r e w !

E

Apicelli faced only three shots
in MUS's w in over Drew and
improved the record of the
ih e a d y 12th ranked team.

Where’s the Love? Attendance is Low.

First Round TKOs: MLB Playoffs

PG. 28

PG. 28

The Student Voice of M&htdair State University Since 1928
Vol. 85 Issue 6
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Rain M akes Homecoming A Wild One
Red Hawks Win 3-0 in a Dramatic Overtime Game Over Rivals and Move Past Kean in Standings
Mike Johnson

sense of relief to to find any available room under
the players and the tents. One of those players was
fans. The score quarterback Eric Ferriol.
This year’s homecoming may
was knotted up
“The passing game is limited
have been the most interesting one
at zero at half to basically nothing,” said Ferriol.
in years. There was almost no
In
time.
“There are fumbles everywhere.
atten d a n ce
The third quar We’re trying, but it’s a combination
hi
and
most
Ii a M H
B
ter was as mem of their defense and the weather.
—
fans
and
playB H B BMBH B HjM
KEAN
orable as the They’re scoreless, we’re scoreless.
■9 - m ■
, ers probably
first two with Neither team can do anything.”
wished home
only a few first
M arkPoore stood by and watched
« H i
coming fell on ¿mother weekend.
downs and a lot the gam e w hile trying to keep dry
The rain fell all day long and did
mm
of turnovers. and excited, but both seem ed to be
not let up for game time. The ener
The plays were- a big task for everyone.
gy before the kickoff was fairly high
sloppy and the
When asked what he thought, he
for the lack of fans at Sprague field.
im m
field was as wet had only one thing to say: “I think
When the band started playing
and slippery as it’s cold as hell,” and laughed.
their first notes about five minutes
the ice in Floyd
“I think it would be so much
into the first quarter, it seemed
H all
A rena. different if it wasn’t raining,” said
m.
like it was going to be a good game
The third quar Poore.
despite the rain. W hether it was a
ter ended and
Kean ran out the clock and sent
good game could be argued, but one
it looked- as the game into overtime. The end
thing was for certain. Everyone
Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion
though there was close, but no one knew exactly
was soaked.
Although the conditions were less than accomodating, fans still showed their support and was an end in how close.
Kean won the opening coin toss stayed to watch the Red Hawks come away with a big moral victory.
sight.
Before the players took the field,
and elected to kick the ball to the
Only five sec senior Linebacker Gary Cousar
Red Hawks. This was the sta rt of a fourth down and elected to punt, team s did, but it still proved to be onds into the fourth quarter, Kean was asked if he was having fun
a very memorable game.
but after a roughing the kicker a challenge in the rain.
was facing a 37-yard field goal on and responded by saying, “That’s a
It went back and forth for most penalty on the Red Hawks, Kean
Kean was the first team to real fourth down. Everyone watching hard question. I can tell you this,
of the first quarter until MSU was had the ball back for first and ten ly stick with the run and when felt as though three points would it’s a first,” then ran onto the field.
knocking on the door and were in instead of MSU possession.
they realized th at the pass wasn’t be enough to win the game. Chants
The Red Hawks won the coin
field goal range. All hopes were
Later in th at drive, Kean faced a working, they ran the ball all the of “D-Fense” echoed through the toss and elected to go first. Their
high on the sideline for MSU. They fourth and one conversion and was way down to the MSU five-yard crowd onto the field and most like first and only possession ended in a
felt th at even though the rain was successful. The Cougars seemed to line where a big third and goal play ly into the ears of Kean kicker, field goal, but th at would be all they
coming down hard, they still m ight be in control th at drive and made took place.
Jonathan Robinson, who missed needed.
be able to put the ball in the end it all the way down inside the tenAn incomplete pass and a pen the field goal to the left. Cheers
Kean’s offense came up big by
zone and get some points up on the yard line, but fumbled on the five alty on Kean resulted in fourth erupted from the stands and side converting a third and two conver
scoreboard. With eight minutes and gave up possession of the ball. down and goal from the 24-yard line. These were the first real sion with a seven-yard run th at got
and th irty two left in the first quar Once again, a fumble proved to line. Instead of kicking the field cheers anyone heard in a long time them inside the 10-yard line. The
ter, MSU quarterback, Eric Ferriol, be big and possibly took seven big goal, Kean went for the
very next play resulted in the big
who fumbled seven times in the points away from Kean.
touchdown and missed
gest turnover of the entire game.
game, fumbled on Kean’s 27-yard
During the second quarter, the it by three yards, which
MSU’s Sal Fama, stripped the ball
line and lost possession. This was rain picked up and the tem perature proved to be costly.
from the Cougars and recovered
dropped.
The Red Hawks went
the fumble.
The players did all three and out on their
It seemed fitting th at in a game
th at they could on the next drive and a 15-yard
with as many fumbles and turn
sidelines to stay warm punt gave Kean posses
overs as this one had, the game
and keep loose. Some sion on the Red Hawk 19
would end in dram atic feshion with
ran back and forth, some yard line.
such a big fumble.
played catch and others
It could have been the
After the game, Sal Fama, who
stood under the tents weather and it could have
had the biggest smile of all, said, “It
along with the athletic been the game, but the
felt great. It’s one of the greatest
training staff.
feeling among MSU fens
\ \
feelings. We had a disappointing
When asked if he and players was the same.
loss to them last season and there
thought the game was It was th at same feeling
is a lot of trash talking th at goes
worth being played or you get when you think
on between these two teams. That
would he rather have you ju st might come up a
win was big for us. My teammate,
played it another time, little short.
lüwmêmmmmÉÊm
l
Morgan Burklow, held him up for
|i||
......... É a i i É
sophomore defensive
Kean proved to be the
me and I ju st stripped the ball and
■
■
■
■
B
M
i
Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion
back Joe Fernandez team th at came up just
it
was a great feeling to come up
From left to right: Faith Sacklow, Jessica
Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion
“Of course it’s a little short right before
with
it.”
Stever and Lauren Davidson show school said,
MSU’s Russell Comunue kicking the ball away
spirit despie the rain and root for #77, Mike worth it to play. This the h alf when, a t two in the raiit. Punting seemed to be one of the
Sal summed up the game for
Goff.
is fun, even though it’s minuutes and seven sec only ways to get the ball down the field.
everyone. It was a great feeling to
tough. There are a lot of onds left in the half, the
see the Red Hawks come up with
only the beginning of the fumble- missed tackles and dropped balls. Red Hawks intercepted a
the ball and win, but it was also a
fest th at the two team s faced the It’s hard for the offense to throw pass from Kean quarterback, A.J. and it seemed to wake up the fens. great feeling for all of the fans and
entire game.
and catch the ball. We may have to Roque, in the end zone.
During the fourth quarter, when players to finally get out of the rain
With five and a half minuutes go to the running game.”
The interception lifted the spir the players seemed to have enough and savor such a hard-fought vic
left in the quarter, Kean was facing
T hat was exactly what both its of the home team and gave a of the rain, more and more started tory.
S p o rts Editor
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